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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The New York City Department of Transportation (NYCDOT) is undertaking a major rehabilitation project
for the purpose of rehabilitating over 20 bridges on the Brooklyn Queens Expressway Corridor (I-278
BQE) between Atlantic Avenue and Sands Street. The need for the project is the deteriorated condition
of the bridges carrying this heavily traveled corridor. This condition must be arrested to avoid any
potential future closures of this major Interstate corridor and the associated impacts on both regional
and local traffic and the quality of life of the local community. Furthermore, non-standard highway
features will be addressed toward improving safety and operation of the corridor.
The same stretch of the BQE was the subject of a Corridor Study undertaken by the New York State
Department of Transportation (NYSDOT).
The Purpose and Need of the NYSDOT project was
Programmatic in its nature. Henningson, Durham and Richardson Architecture and Engineering, P.C.
(HDR) was hired by NYSDOT to develop a Project Scoping Report. As part of this effort and within the
spirit of the Programmatic intent of NYSDOT’s project, HDR developed alignments for 6 tunnel
alternatives as was requested by the public workshops. The NYSDOT project was terminated due to
lack of funding. The tunnels were never further studied, profiles were not considered and no feasibility
assessment was undertaken.
NYCDOT as part of scoping studies for the project committed to further study the tunnels and assess
their feasibility. HDR was selected to perform a three dimensional geometric feasibility for 5 of the 6
alternates: T-1/W-1; T-2; T-3; W-2 and W-4 (see Figure 1-1). The 6th alternate W-3 was excluded from
this study as the qualitative issues make this alternate prohibitive. This study is a preliminary screening
of the feasibility of the proposed tunnel alternates for the purpose of eliminating alternates that do not
work geometrically. Other parameters could further eliminate alternates that pass the first screening.
The 3-D geometric feasibility study is primarily based on the following considerations:





Need of the proposed profile and cross section to be compliant with the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) and American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
(AASHTO) as the tunnels must accommodate vehicular traffic
Need to demonstrate that it is feasible to bore the required tunnel diameter based on Tunnel
Boring Machine Geometric Restrictions
Need to confirm that the profile of the proposed tunnel does not conflict with existing
underground New York City Transit (NYCT) subway tunnels nor with major New York City
Department of Environmental Protection (NYCDEP) Water Tunnels, none of which can be
relocated, and that the appropriate clearances between these tunnels and the tunnels of this
study are being achieved.

The Tunnels that meet the 3-D geometric feasibility may be further eliminated based on considerations
like: ventilation; portal locations and connections back into the existing I-278 BQE; potential impact on
the foundations of the Brooklyn and Manhattan Bridges; real estate impacts; prohibitive disruption of
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traffic and major operations serving the public as a result of the construction of the tunnels, and a
number of other reasons that are qualitatively discussed in this report.
HDR evaluated the feasibility of both single tunnel stacked roadways and dual tunnel configurations.
HDR researched historical tunnel boring machines used in projects around the world, to confirm the
constructability of the proposed cross sections. The initial findings and follow up discussions with
NYCDOT concluded that the optimal configuration to be evaluated in this study is a single tunnel with
stacked roadways, as presented in Section 3B. This configuration increases the chances of a viable
solution as it reduces the chances of geometrical conflicts as compared to the dual tunnel configuration;
it reduces real estate, portal related impacts, and also reduces project costs as one tunnel rather than
two will be bored. The single tunnel stacked roadways can geometrically accommodate 2 lanes of traffic
on each bound. These lanes are adequate to carry the BQE through traffic. None of the tunnels under
consideration provides direct connections to the East River Bridges or accommodates traffic entering or
exiting the BQE corridor between Atlantic Avenue and Sands Street. As such a feasible tunnel alternate
will require the existing BQE between Atlantic Avenue and Sand Street to be maintained as a collector
distributor roadway.
HDR obtained from NYCT the as-built information (horizontal and vertical) of the subway tunnels in the
area. NYCT also defined the clearance criteria between its tunnels and any new tunnel. HDR took these
into account and designed the profiles of the 5 tunnels under consideration so as to meet these criteria
in addition to FHWA and AASHTO standards. HDR then furnished these profiles to NYCDEP for them to
evaluate potential conflicts with their water tunnels as NYCDEP could not release any information
regarding its major water tunnels and shafts due to the security sensitive nature of this information.
The conclusions of this study are as follows:
Tunnel Alternates T-1/W-1; T-2 and W-4: NYCDEP determined the alignment of these tunnels to conflict
with major water tunnels. As such they are not geometrically feasible and are eliminated from further
consideration.
Tunnel Alternate T-3: This tunnel is primarily below the East River. It does not conflict with NYCT
subway tunnels or with NYCDEP water tunnels. Its estimated construction cost is $8.6 B. The tunnel
portal at the southern most end of the alignment is within the trench section between Rapelye and
Sackett streets; and at the northern most end of the alignment under the Park Avenue Viaduct between
Grand and Wythe Streets. Construction of these portals causes significant disruptions to an already
congested area. Although there are many other complex issues that this study does not cover, like vent
structures, safe exiting requirements for emergency evacuation, utility interference and other
parameters that require extensive engineering efforts, the major concern that makes this tunnel
alternate problematic is NYCDOT’s position that no tunnel is desired to run under the foundation of any
of the East River Bridges. This tunnel indeed falls directly under the Brooklyn anchorage of the
Manhattan Bridge.
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Tunnel Alternate W-2: This tunnel primarily runs under private property as its alignment is not parallel
to any city streets. It does not conflict with NYCT subway tunnels or with NYCDEP water tunnels. Its
estimated construction cost is $ 7.5 B, not including the ROW acquisition. Its portal on the southern
most side is under the Gowanus Parkway between 21st and 15th Streets; and at its northern most side
at the fill supported elevated roadway between Grand and Wythe streets. Construction of these portals
results in significant disruptions to an already congested area. Furthermore there are many other
complex engineering factors that this study does not cover that require extensive engineering efforts to
ultimately determine tunnel feasibility. Some of these issues relate to construction of new structures to
bring traffic from a stacked pattern within the tunnels to merge with current traffic on existing
structures outside the tunnels.
In summary, tunnel alignments T-1/W-1, T-2, and W-4 are deemed geometrically non feasible.
Tunnel alignments T-3 and W-2 pass the geometric feasibility screening but require significant
engineering and lengthy design efforts to confirm their feasibility. It is worth noting that alignments T-3
and W-2 do not eliminate the need to maintain the existing structures carrying the BQE within the
corridor. The corridor must be maintained as a collector distributor given the tunnels accommodate
only through traffic.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A. BACKGROUND/PROJECT LOCATION
New York City Department of Transportation (NYCDOT) retained the services of Henningson, Durham &
Richardson Architecture and Engineering, P.C. (HDR) to study the feasibility of the various tunnel
alternatives identified during a previous scoping study for the New York State Department of
Transportation (NYSDOT). The previous scoping study was performed by NYSDOT and Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) as joint-lead agencies, in partnership with the NYCDOT, to prepare an
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
(NEPA), the State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA), and the environmental review provisions
of Section 6002 of the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act – A Legacy for
Users (SAFETEA-LU) for the rehabilitation, reconstruction and/or replacement of approximately 1.5
miles of the Brooklyn-Queens Expressway (BQE)/Interstate 278 (I-278) in Kings County, New York, with a
significant portion of its length supported by more than 20 bridges, including a unique 0.4-mile long
triple-cantilever structure. The Project extends between Sands Street at the eastern limit and Atlantic
Avenue at the western limit—including the entire Atlantic Avenue interchange; this segment of the BQE
is owned by NYCDOT. This segment of the BQE carries a daily traffic volume of approximately 140,000
vehicles —including a significant number of trucks, which comprise approximately 18 percent of the
total traffic during the peak travel periods which is significantly greater than the volume of traffic for
which the facility was designed. This segment of the BQE is a critical link of I-278, which is the sole
interstate highway in Brooklyn connecting Brooklyn with Queens, the Bronx, and New England to the
North/East, and Staten Island and New Jersey to the South/West.
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Figure 1-1: Project Location Map– Brooklyn Community Districts
The project area for this feasibility study extends into Brooklyn Community Districts 1, 2, 3, 6 & 7 as
shown in Figure 1-1. The proposed tunnel alignments are within or in the vicinity of thirteen historic
districts namely - Fulton Ferry, DUMBO, Vinegar Hill, Brooklyn Heights, Cobble Hill, Boerum Hill, Carroll
Gardens, Park Slope, Prospect Heights, Brooklyn Academy of Music, Fort Green, Clinton Hill and
Wallabout.
The tunnel alternatives to be studied in this report are as follows:
1. T-1 running under downtown Brooklyn by Henry Street
2. W-1, a variation of T-1 also running under downtown Brooklyn but further west by Hicks Street
3. T-2 following the existing BQE corridor alignment
4. T-3 outboard tunnel following an alignment similar to the existing BQE but further west and into
the river.
5. W-2 straight line tunnel between Exit 24 of the BQE (by Prospect Expressway) and Exit 30 of the
BQE to the East of Washington Avenue
6. W-3 outboard tunnel between Sunset Park and Exit 33 (only qualitative study based on length)
7. W-4, a variation of W-2 between Exits 24 and 30 that extends further south than Prospect Street
where it joins a Gowanus tunnel alternative that follows the bulkhead.
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B. PURPOSE AND NEEDS
NYCDOT is pursuing the rehabilitation of the Bridges on the I-278 BQE corridor between Atlantic Avenue
and Sands Street which carries the through traffic and serves as a collector-distributor roadway and also
provides connections to the East River Bridges. As part of NYCDOT’s proactive engagement of
stakeholders that will be involved in the aforementioned major rehabilitation, NYCDOT has determined
that it is appropriate to study and determine the feasibility of the conceptual tunneling alternatives
which were previously developed by HDR for NYSDOT. The tunnel alternatives which are part of this
study have been aligned in a way that they would be able to carry a through portion of the traffic now
carried by the I-278 BQE, while retaining the existing I-278 BQE for connections to East River Bridges and
for traffic entering and exiting the I-278 BQE within the corridor.
The intent of this project is to evaluate the 3-D related feasibility of these tunneling alternatives. This
feasibility evaluation is limited to establishing 3-D related geometric feasibility, major constructability
issues and major geotechnical issues that may render a proposed tunnel alternative non-feasible and is
independent of the RFP scope for the potential I-278 BQE Bridge Structures project.
The study will also include the assessment of connections to the existing I-278 BQE roadway at their
proposed respective portal locations. The alternatives’ feasibility is assessed with consideration to
obstructions, portal conflicts, or containing non conforming features.
It is not the intent of this study to evaluate connections of proposed tunnel alignments to the East River
Bridges nor to evaluate other potential issues like ventilation, accommodation of stand-pipes,
communications, compliance with NFPA requirements, evaluation of ROW takings or other issues that
may further affect the feasibility of a proposed alignment.
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2. EXISTING CONDITION AND DATA COLLECTION
A. EXISTING UNDERGROUND MTA TUNNELS
HDR obtained information about the relevant MTA Tunnels in the downtown Brooklyn area as shown in
Figure 2-1. This information included the original as built drawings for the various tunnels which were
used to determine their profiles, alignments, and typical sections. All the information of existing MTA
tunnels used in this feasibility study is cataloged in Appendix 1.
The subway lines that enter Brooklyn from under the East River, which are lines 4 & 5, R, 2 & 3, A & C
and F were tubes reinforced with cast iron rings. Once on land their profiles rise and the tunnel tubes
eventually transition into cut and cover type construction.

Figure 2-1: Plan of Existing MTA Tunnels
The B, D, N, and Q lines enter Brooklyn above ground, traveling over the Manhattan Bridge on the
bridge’s lower level. The bridge crosses over the existing I-278 BQE’s elevated roadway, as shown in the
Page 9 of 68
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Figure 2-2. These lines transition below ground near Nassau Street and primarily travel down Flatbush
Avenue. The underground segments of these lines were built with cut and cover type construction.

Figure 2-2: View of Manhattan Bridge Crossing from Existing I-278 BQE Roadway
The G line travels south from Queens to Greenpoint, Brooklyn, and then turns West down Lafayette
Street to service areas of downtown Brooklyn. This line was also built with cut and cover type
construction within the project area.
Most of the existing MTA tunnels are cut and cover type construction, and therefore lie relatively close
to the existing ground surface. The reinforced tube tunnels which go below the East River are much
deeper than the other sections of cut and cover tunnels on land. The cross sections of the cut & cover
and tube tunnels are shown in Figure 2-3.
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B. EXISTING UNDERGROUND NYCDEP UTILITIES
I.
SEWER AND STORM WATER PIPES
HDR acquired New York City Department of Environmental Protection (NYCDEP) distribution sewer
maps which was collected over the course of many previous projects and aggregated this information in
a hydraulic InfoWorks 3-D model. This information, as presented in Appendix 2, indicates the locations
of mains in areas of Brooklyn relevant to the proposed tunnels. These maps only indicate the alignments
of the major sewer mains that are greater than 24” in pipe size as shown in Figure 2-4. All 3-D
information has been interpreted from NYCDEP record drawings on previous projects without
verification against field conditions and is subject to uncertainty as to completeness and accuracy. The
InfoWorks model was exported to MicroStation and remodeled using InRoads Storm and Sanitary to
create a 3-D sewer data base used for this study. The obtained information is cataloged in Appendix 2.

Figure 2-4: Modeled NYC Sewer Lines that are Greater than 24” in Diameter
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II.
NYC WATER TUNNELS
Figure 2-5 below shows the system of NYC water tunnels. Due to the security sensitivity of NYC water
tunnels, HDR has been limited to the mapping available on the internet. For purposes of this study, HDR
digitized the layout of the water tunnel alignments by geo-referencing the map, using known geographic
features and then tracing the tunnels. No details of the tunnels, shafts or profile have been obtained or
evaluated at this time. The obtained information is cataloged in Appendix 2.

Figure 2-5: NYC Water Tunnels and Shafts
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C. EXISTING FOUNDATIONS FOR BRIDGES AND BUILDINGS
The study area is a completely developed urban landscape with numerous waterfront structures,
bridges and buildings. Collecting information on the location, type and depth of foundations for all these
structures in the study area was not part of the scope of this study. Since alternative T-3 was right under
the Brooklyn anchorage structure of the Manhattan Bridge, a cursory review of the available record
drawings of the anchorage structure was performed to determine the geometric feasibility of this
alternative.

D. DTM OF EXISTING GROUND
Existing Ground Surface Information
LiDAR topography data was obtained through NYC Open Data. This LiDAR data was extracted and
translated to the project vertical datum, NAVD 88 (ft.) and coordinate system, SPCS, Long Island Zone,
US Survey Foot. Due to the large study area size, the LiDAR topography data was resampled to a point
spacing between 5 and 50 feet to yield a file size that could be imported into a functional MicroStation
and InRoads digital terrain model (DTM) file. Level of detail and accuracy has been reduced by
resampling to a larger grid size: 5 feet grid spacing at the proposed portal areas and 20-50 feet grid
spacing for all other areas. Level of detail and accuracy is suitable for the scope of this feasibility study.
Figure 2-6 shows the area limit of the LiDAR data collected.

Figure 2-6: Limits of LiDAR Data
Base Mapping, Raster Imagery
Photogrammetry Orthoimage files has been used as the base mapping/backdrop reference for
geometric design of the tunnel alternatives. This data set has been provided by NYSDOT for the I-278
BQE Triple Cantilever Scoping Report, PIN X730.56 from the NYS GIS Clearinghouse. The
Photogrammetry Orthoimage used is a tiled TIFF format georeferenced Orthoimage with overviews and
JPEG compression. The Orthoimage has pixels with a ground resolution of 0.32 feet and has been
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registered to display in the project datum, North American Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD 88) and
coordinate system, SPCS, Long Island Zone, US Survey Foot. The tiled imagery shown in Figure 2-6 covers
the project limits.
Datum Conversion
The datum conversion used for record drawings is National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929 (NGVD29)
to NAVD88.The following assumptions were made to calculate the datum conversion:


United States Coast Survey & Geodetic Survey (USC&GS) mean sea level of Sandy Hook is
approximately equivalent to the National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929 (NGVD29)



Mean low water shown is 2.97 feet below United States Coast Survey & Geodetic Survey
(USC&GS) mean sea level at Sandy Hook.



The following Mean High Water (MHW) and Mean Low Water elevations are obtained from the
NYCT record drawing. MHW elevation is +100 feet (NGVD 29), MLW elevation is +94.31 feet
(NGVD 29).
All record drawings of MTA Tunnel profiles assumed to be using the same vertical datum as
above.



VERTCON – North American Vertical Datum Conversion was used to compute the modeled difference in
orthometric height between the NAVD 88 and the NGVD 29 for a given location specified by latitude and
longitude. Below is the VERTCON (http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/cgi-bin/VERTCON/vert_con.prl) output:
a. Latitude: 40.647
b. Longitude: 074.010
c. NAVD 88 height: 0.0 feet
d. Datum Shift NAVD 88 minus NGVD 29: -1.129 feet
Table 2-1: Datum Conversion Calculation
Relative to NGVD
29

Notes

Relative to NAVD
88

Elevation (ft.)
MHW
NAVD88

1.129

NGVD29
MLW
1

2.72

Elevation (ft)
Difference between MHW & MLW = 5.69. MHW = 100’

100

MHW
1

-

98.4091

0

-

97.28

NGVD29

-2.97

Mean low water shown is 2.97 feet below U.S.C.&G.S. mean sea
level at Sandy Hook

94.31

MLW

Subtract 98.4091 from record drawing profile elevations to obtain elevation in NAVD88
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E. EXISTING ROCK CONTOURS AND SOIL CONSIDERATIONS
HDR has received from NYCDOT a draft Scientific Investigations Map for Bedrock Surface Elevations of
the Five Boroughs of New York City as shown in Figure 2-7, which has been prepared by United States
Geological Survey (USGS) in cooperation with New York City Department of Design and Construction
(NYC DDC). HDR digitized bedrock contours in the area of interest by geo-referencing the Bedrock
Surface Elevation map using known geographic features and then tracing bedrock surface elevation
contours to create GIS features. The bedrock surface elevation Digital Terrain Model (DTM) was
developed in MicroStation and InRoads by importing the digitized 50 foot contours. For a more accurate
model of the original contours, inferred breaklines were generated in order to define the peaks, ridges
and valleys of the bedrock. All points were triangulated by linear interpolation to create the bedrock
digital terrain model used in the profiles.
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The bedrock surface contours were translated to the project vertical datum, NAVD 88 (ft.) and
coordinate system, SPCS, Long Island Zone, US Survey Foot. The level of detail and accuracy of the digital
terrain model has been reduced to a 50 foot contour interval, excluding spot elevations shown on the
map, which is suitable for the scope of this feasibility study.
Present subsurface information is limited and additional investigation is necessary to fully characterize
soil, rock and groundwater conditions for the entire corridor.
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3. PROPOSED TUNNEL FEASIBILITY STUDY
A. TUNNEL DESIGN CRITERIA
I.
ROADWAY GEOMETRY
The criteria for roadway geometry in tunnels was obtained from the FHWA-NHI-10-034_2009 (FHWA)
and AASHTO Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets, 2011, 6th Edition (AASHTO). The
AASHTO guidance includes the tunnel design speed, corresponding minimum radius, and a minimum
stopping sight distance. FHWA criterion includes maximum grades, superelevation limits, restrictions on
chord lengths for various tunnel curvatures, minimum vertical clearances, minimum lane widths and
shoulders, barrier and raised sidewalk heights.
Table 3-1: Roadway Design Criteria for Proposed Tunnel Alternatives
Criterion

Reference

Design Speed
Maximum grades
Minimum horizontal radius of curvature
For a design speed of 55 mph, minimum radius of
curvature
Super elevation rate
Chord lengths for curved alignments
Minimum vertical clearance
Minimum Lane widths
Shoulder
Barrier height
Raised sidewalk width
Minimum stopping sight distance

55 MPH
4%
850’ to 1000’
1060’
between 1% to 6%
25’ for radii < 2500’
50’ for radii ≥ 2500’
16’
12’-0”
right = 4’
left
= 2’
3.3’
2.5’
495’

AASHTO
FHWA
FHWA
AASHTO
FHWA
FHWA
FHWA
FHWA
FHWA
FHWA
FHWA
AASHTO

II.
SPECIFIC CRITERIA FOR MULTIPLE TUBE TUNNELS
When multiple tube tunnels run side by side, there are certain criteria which have to be met per the
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) regarding cross passageways. The NFPA 5000 Building
Construction and Safety Code, 2014 requires that cross passages are constructed between twin bored
tunnels at every 650 feet of tunnel length, and emergency egress walkways which are at least 3’-6” wide
are provided within those cross passageways. Preferred engineering practices maintain approximately 1
tunnel diameter horizontally between adjacent tunnels, but this can be reduced depending upon the
tunneling method, or by performing in depth numerical analysis.
III.
CLEARANCE TO EXISTING MTA TUNNELS
Based on the direction received at the progress meeting on 10/27/2015 with MTA, the proposed I-278
BQE tunnels are required to be either within bed rock below existing MTA tunnels and have a minimum
clear distance of 2 tunnel diameters to the existing tunnels, or the proposed I-278 BQE tunnels shall
cross over existing MTA tunnels. The meeting minutes from this meeting is provided in Appendix 6. For
purposes of the study, the MTA tunnel profiles and elevations were determined from original as built
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drawings, and no other verification has been performed for the accuracy of this data. The profiles of
proposed tunnel alignments were modified to meet these clearance criteria and are presented in
Appendix 3.
IV.
CLEARANCE TO EXISTING NYCDEP STRUCTURES
HDR identified various potential conflicts (alignment intersection points) of the proposed tunnel
alignments with existing NYC Water Tunnels and identified sequentially by “Conflict #”. Since the
location of these NYC water tunnels and shaft structures were not provided for this study due to the
security sensitive nature, the proposed tunnel alignment and profiles were developed to satisfy the MTA
clearance criteria and provided to the NYCDEP for review as shown in Figure 3-1. NYCDEP performed the
review and provided comments on the feasibility of the various tunnel alternatives. The results of this
review are provided in Appendix 6. Based on the direction received at the progress meeting on
1/22/2016 with the DEP, the proposed I-278 BQE tunnels are required to be 200’ clear horizontally and
150’ clear vertically from existing NYC water tunnels and shafts.

Figure 3-1: Potential Conflicts between Proposed Tunnels and NYC Water Tunnels
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B. TUNNEL CROSS SECTION STUDY
I.

STACKED CONFIGURATION - 3 LANES OF TRAFFIC FOR EB & WB I-278 BQE IN THE
SAME TUNNEL
Figure 3-2 shows the stacked tunnel configuration with EB I-278 BQE over the WB I-278 BQE. Using the
minimum dimensions per the design criteria, a minimum inside diameter of 60’-0” is required for this
tunnel. Assuming a nominal thickness of 3’-0” for the tunnel lining segments, the minimum outside
diameter would be 66’-0”. This diameter could be further increased based on ventilation and egress
requirements, which were not considered in this study. As listed in Table 3-2, the largest TBM which was
manufactured to date is 57.74’ in diameter (although the diameter of the TBM for Orlovsky Tunnel, Saint
Petersburgh, Russia was 62.34’, the project is on hold). Hence a single tunnel with stacked configuration
for the I-278 BQE East and West bound roadway with 3 lanes of traffic is deemed to be not feasible at
this time based on the state of the art.

Figure 3-2: Stacked Configuration with 3 Lanes of Traffic for EB and WB I-278 BQE in the Same Tunnel
II.
DUAL TUNNELS - 3 LANES OF TRAFFIC FOR EB & WB I-278 BQE IN EACH TUNNEL
Figure 3-3 shows the cross section of the dual tunnel with 3 lanes for EB and WB I-278 BQE. Using the
minimum dimensions per the design criteria, a minimum inside diameter of 50’-0” is required for this
tunnel. Assuming a nominal thickness of 2’-6” for the tunnel lining segments, the minimum outside
diameter would be 55’-0”. TBM’s recently manufactured (Alaskan way tunnel) have comparable
diameters and therefore this tunnel cross section option is feasible based on current TBM diameters.
The inherent issues with dual tunnels are that a cross passage tunnel has to be provided at every 650’
and a wider tunneling area is required to bore the two tunnels at a clear spacing of one tunnel diameter.
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Figure 3-3: Dual Tunnels with 3 Lanes of Traffic for EB and WB I-278 BQE in Each Tunnel
III.
DUAL TUNNEL - 2 LANES OF TRAFFIC FOR EB & WB I-278 BQE IN EACH TUNNEL
This tunnel cross section was laid out to understand the comparison between the cross section required
for dual tunnels with 3 and 2 lanes respectively. Figure 3-4 shows the cross section of the dual tunnel
with 2 lanes for EB and WB I-278 BQE. Using the minimum dimensions per the design criteria, a
minimum inside diameter of 37’-0” is required for this tunnel. Assuming a nominal thickness of 2’-6” for
the tunnel lining segments, the minimum outside diameter would be 42’-0”. As listed in Table 3-2, there
are various instances where such diameters are used for the TBM and this tunnel cross section option is
feasible.

Figure 3-4: Dual Tunnels with 2 Lanes of Traffic for EB and WB I-278 BQE in Each Tunnel
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IV.

STACKED CONFIGURATION - 2 LANES OF TRAFFIC FOR EB & WB I-278 BQE IN THE
SAME TUNNEL
A single tunnel cross section with tiered configuration for the EB and WB I-278 BQE was evaluated as in
Figure 3-5. Using the minimum dimensions per the design criteria, a minimum inside diameter of 49’-0”
is required for this tunnel. Assuming a nominal thickness of 2’-6” for the tunnel lining segments, the
minimum outside diameter would be 54’-0”. As listed in Table 3-2, this range of TBM diameters are not
very widely used around the world, but TBM’s recently manufactured (Alaskan way tunnel) have
comparable diameters and therefore this tunnel cross section option is feasible.

Figure 3-5: Stacked Configuration with 2 Lanes of Traffic for EB and WB I-278 BQE in the Same Tunnel –
Chosen for this Study

V.
TUNNEL CROSS SECTION USED IN THIS STUDY
In the four previously described cross sections, the maximum tunnel diameter suggested is 66’-0” and
the minimum is 42’-0”. The historical boring machine sizes used around the world can be seen in the
Table 3-2. Of the four options considered, the dual tunnels with either two or three lanes, and the single
stacked tunnel with two lanes in each direction are feasible options considering the size of available and
historic tunnel boring machines. The tunnel diameter used here provides basic geometry for the
roadway clearances. The tunnel diameter could be increased due to other parameters such as
emergency stairs for safe evacuation between levels, ventilation equipment, smoke removal equipment
etc.
NYCDOT decided in discussions with HDR to advance the concept of the single stacked tunnel with two
lanes in each direction for this study. The through traffic will be diverted into the tunnels and the tunnel
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will not provide connections to the East River Bridges or to the entry/exit ramps within the corridor. The
existing I-278 BQE roadway will remain open to vehicular traffic to provide connections to the East River
Bridges and for the entry/exit ramps through the corridor. The advantages to this tunnel cross section
are:





Single tunnel to be bored and reinforced rather than two in this urban area with various
potential conflicts such as - foundation for bridges and buildings, storm and sewer utilities, MTA
Subway tunnels and DEP water tunnels
Single tunnel eliminates the need for additional construction of cross passageways that are
required for dual tunnels
Single, stacked tunnel cross section is anticipated to have the lowest cost

It is anticipated that the majority of the lengths of the tunnels could be constructed using Tunnel Boring
Machines (TBM) with stacked roadway configurations. At the portals a combination of cut and cover and
potentially a soft/mixed soil TBM could be used to construct the transition in the roadway between the
stacked configurations within the tunnel tube to the unstacked configuration to connect to existing
roadways. Conventional excavation to the portal depth which allows the 30 to say 40 feet of rock cover
could be possibly accomplished. The proximity of water and adjacent infrastructure will require deep
excavations most likely using slurry walls. Dual type TBM‘s are feasible, but not much history in the USA.
Two tunnels have particular relevance to the validity of the I-278 BQE stacked tunnel concept:
1. The A-86 Motorway (Paris, France) – TBM Construction – 6.2 mile long auto-only two-level
stacked roadway configuration.
2. The Alaskan Way Viaduct and Seawall Replacement Program Tunnel (Seattle, Washington) –
TBM Construction - stacked roadway configuration.
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Table 3-2: Historic Tunnel Boring Machine Diameters
Start
date/
Launch

Country

Diameter

2015

Hong Kong

2015

China

Tuen Mun - Chek Lap Kok subsea highway
link
Wuhan Metro road/metro river crossing

2013

China

Shouxhiou Lake Highway Tunnel

2013

Italy

Caltanissetta highway tunnel, Sicily

2011

China

Shanghai West Changjiang Yangtze River
Road Tunnel

Project

TBM manufacturer

(m)

(ft)

1 Herrenknecht Mixshield

17.60

57.74

2 Herrenknecht Mixshields
1 Herrenknecht Mixshield ExNanjing Machine
1 NFM Technologies
1 Herrenknecht Mixshield ExShanghai Changjiang highway
tunnel Project

15.76

51.71

14.93

48.98

15.08

49.48

15.43

50.62

Waterview highway connection, Auckland

1 Herrenknecht EPBM

14.41

47.28

Alaskan Way highway replacement tunnel
Weisan Road Tunnel, Nanjing
Shanghai Hongmei Road
A1 Sparvo highway tunnel
Seville SE-40 Highway Tunnels

1 Hitachi Zosen EPBM
2 IHI/Mitsubishi/CCCC slurry TBMs
1 Herrenknecht Mixshield
1 Herrenknecht EPBM
2 NFM Technologies EPBMs
1 Herrenknecht Mixshield ExShanghai Changjiang highway
tunnel Project

17.48
14.93
14.93
15.55
14.00

57.35
48.98
48.98
51.02
45.93

15.43

50.62

19.00

62.34

14.27

46.82

14.93
14.27

48.98
46.82

14.87

48.79

15.43

50.62

14.40

47.24

15.20

49.87

14.20

46.59

14.87

48.79

14.18

46.52

14.20

46.59

1 NFM Technologies

14.87

48.79

1 Herrenknecht Mixshield
8 machines, 3 Kawasaki, 3
Mitsubishi, 1 Hitachi, 1 IHI

14.20

46.59

14.14

46.39

2011
2011
2012
2011
2010

New
Zealand
USA
China
China
Italy
Spain

2010

China

Hangzhou Qianjiang Under River Tunnel

Design
started
2009

Russia

Orlovsky Tunnel, Saint Petersburg

2009

China

Yingbinsan Road Tunnel, Shanghai

2008
2007

China
China

2006

China

2006

China

Nanjing Yangtze River Tunnel
Bund Tunnel, Shanghai
Jungong Road Subaqueous Tunnel,
Shanghai
Shanghai Changjiang under river highway
tunnel

2006

Canada

Niagara Water Diversion Tunnel

2005

Spain

Madrid Calle 30 Highway Tunnels

2004

Russia

Moscow Silberwald Highway Tunnel

2004

China

2004

Japan

Shangzhong Road Subacqueous Tunnel,
Shanghai
Tokyo Metro

2001

Russia

Moscow Lefortovo Highway Tunnel

2013

1997

The
Netherlands
Germany

1994

Japan

2000

Groenehart double-track rail tunnel
th

Hamburg 4 Elbe River Highway Tunnel
Trans Tokyo Bay Highway Tunnel
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1 Herrenknecht Mixshield Project
on hold
1 Mitsubishi EPBM Ex-Bund Tunnel
machine
2 Herrenknecht Mixshields
1 Mitsubishi EPBM
1 NFM slurry shield Ex-Groenehart
machine
2 Herrenknecht Mixshields
1 Robbins hard rock gripper TBM
Rebuilt Manapouri tailrace tunnel
machine
2 machines 1 Herrenknecht, 1
Mitsubishi
1 Herrenknecht Mixshield Ex-Elbe
project machine
1 NFM Technologies Ex-Groenehart
machine
1 IHI EPBM
1 Herrenknecht Mixshield Ex-Elbe
project machine
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C. TUNNEL ALTERNATIVES – GEOMETRIC FEASIBILITY

Figure 3-6: Tunnel Alternatives T-1/W-1, T-2, T-3, W-2, and W-4 (W-3 alignment not shown)
The geometric feasibility evaluation for each tunnel alternative was based on the following criteria:
1. Tunnel length
2. Horizontal stopping sight distance
3. Vertical stopping sight distance
4. Portal configurations
5. MTA & NYCDEP structure crossing clearance
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ALTERNATIVE T-1/ W-1: UNDER DOWNTOWN BROOKLYN TUNNEL

Figure 3-7: Tunnel Alternative T-1/W-1
The T-1/W-1 alternative includes the construction of an approximately 2.7-mile long tunnel under
Downtown Brooklyn. The tunnel portal entrance/exit merge onto the existing I-278 BQE alignment at
the intersection of Rapelye Street (southwest near Exit 26) and Ryerson Street (northeast near Exit 30).
For purposes of this geometric feasibility study, it has been assumed that the existing I-278 BQE will be
maintained to provide connections to the East River Bridges and serve as a collector distributor road.
The proposed T-1/W-1 tunnel alternative will serve as a bypass of the existing I-278 BQE corridor from
Exit 26 to Exit 30 and will not provide direct connection to the East River Bridges. The T-1/W-1 horizontal
alignment has been developed with minimum curve radii representative of the alignment layout
presented in the scope of services. The profile has been designed to maintain the required MTA tunnel
crossing clearance criteria. A maximum grade of 4.0% was extended from the critical points at the first
and last MTA tunnel crossing in order to merge onto the existing I-278 BQE at the identified portal
locations. See Appendix 3 for the alignment and profile.
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T-1/W-1 Tunnel Length
The T-1/W-1 tunnel alternative total length is 2.7-miles long and is the shortest proposed alternative.
The total tunnel length is defined by limits in which the proposed westbound alignment (bottom tier of
proposed tunnel) meets existing ground. The tunnel length is categorized into three zones for
consideration of alternative tunnel construction methods that may be required for boring in soil, rock
and transitions. The limits of Zone 1 include the length of tunnel in soil, from where the bottom of
tunnel meets existing ground at the portal locations to the bedrock surface. The limits of Zone 2 include
the length of tunnel in transition from soil to rock, from where the bottom of tunnel meets the bedrock
surface to the point at which the top of the tunnel maintains a minimum of 30 feet cover from the
bedrock surface. The limits of Zone 3 include the length of tunnel in rock, maintaining a minimum of 30
feet cover from the bedrock surface. The length and depth of the portion of the tunnel in Zones 1 & 2
creates some very critical constructability issues which are discussed in Section F. Table 3-3 summarizes
the tunnel length in each zone.
Table 3-3: T-1/W-1 - Tunnel Length Summary
Tunnel Alignment T1/W1
Zone
Zone 1 - Soil (Surface to Rock)
Zone 2 - Transition (Rock to 30' Cover)
Zone 3- Rock (30' Cover)

Station
Sta. T1 2+41 to Sta. T1 33+94
Sta. T1 114+70 to Sta. T1 143+19
Sta. T1 33+94 to Sta. T1 47+32
Sta. T1 98+39 to Sta. T1 114+70
Sta. T1 47+32 to Sta. T1 98+39
Total Length

Length (ft)

Length (mi)

6002

1.1

2969

0.6

5107

1.0

14078

2.7

T-1/W-1 Horizontal Stopping Sight Distance (HSSD)
The T-1/W-1 horizontal alignment has five curves with a radius of 1,060 feet as per the minimum curve
design criteria set in Table 3-1. The horizontal stopping sight distance (HSSD) calculation has been
performed based on the selected single stacked tunnel shown in Figure 3-5. The roadway cross section
for the selected stack tunnel includes: 2x12’-0” lanes, 4’-0” right shoulder, 2’-0” left shoulder and barrier
wall on both sides. The left barrier wall obstructs the line of sight for both traveling directions, resulting
in nonstandard horizontal sight distance summarized in Table 3-4.
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Table 3-4: T-1/W-1 - HSSD Summary
T1/W1 Horizontal Stopping Sight Distance

Curve

Radius (ft)
Actual

Design
Speed (mph)
Actual

HSSD (ft)
Actual

HSO from Inside
Lane (ft)
Actual

1
2
3
4
5

1060
1060
1060
1060
1060

55
55
55
55
55

260
260
260
260
260

8
8
8
8
8

Design
Speed
HSO (ft)
HSSD (ft) Radius (ft)
(mph)
Required Required Required
Required
DS=55mph DS=55mph DS=55mph
for Actual
HSSD
28.9
28.9
28.9
28.9
28.9

495
495
495
495
495

3830
3830
3830
3830
3830

The five T-1/W-1 horizontal curves are to be considered nonconforming features. The following
recommendations are presented to mitigate noncompliance or to improve traffic safety in curves with
nonstandard sight distance.
Horizontal Stopping Sight Distance (HSSD) Recommendations:
1) T-1/W-1 Recommendation 1: Alternative Option 1
This option as shown in Figure 3-8 suggests a single curve alignment under downtown Brooklyn with a
radius of 3,830 feet. Both Portal Locations and tangents will remain running along centerline of the
existing I-278 BQE corridor. This layout will comply with HSSD requirements and simplify the geometry
for T-1/W-1.

Figure 3-8: T-1/W-1 Alternative Option 1 (Green)
2) T-1/W-1 Recommendation 2: Lower Speed Limit
If the design speed is reduced to 35mph, the current T-1/W-1 alternative will comply with HSSD
requirements.
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T-1/W-1 Vertical Stopping Sight Distance
The T-1/W-1 vertical alignment has three curves with a maximum grade of 4.0% and minimum grade of
1.3%. The vertical stopping sight distances for all three curves comply with the 55 mph design speed
requirement. See Table 3-5.
Table 3-5: T-1/W-1 - VSSD Summary
T1/W1 Vertical Stopping Sight Distance
Curve

Curve
Length
(ft)

G1 (%)

1
2
3

1119
856
945

4.0%
2.2%
-1.3%

G2 (%)

SSD Required
(ft)

SSD
Actual
(ft)

Design
Speed
Required
(mph)

Design
Speed
Available
(mph)

2.2%
-1.3%
4.0%

495
495
495

728
728
728

55
55
55

67
69
69

T-1/W-1 Portal Configurations
For T-1/W-1, there are two portal configurations conceptually laid out for the beginning and ending
merge to the existing I-278 BQE corridor. The beginning configuration of the tunnel portal merges within
the existing I-278 BQE cut section (lined with retaining walls adjacent to 3rd Avenue) north of I-278 BQE
Exit 26. The ending configuration of the tunnel portal merges onto the Park Avenue Viaduct west of I278 BQE Exit 30. The conceptual layouts of these portals are presented in Appendix 3. The
constructability issues of these portals are discussed in Section 4D.
T-1/W-1 MTA & DEP Structure Crossing Clearance
The proposed T-1/W-1 alternative crosses five existing MTA tunnels and five DEP sewer structures
(greater than 24” pipe diameter). All MTA tunnel crossings maintain clearance criteria per Section 4A-III.
The critical crossings are two MTA tunnels at Joralemon St. and Flatbush Ave. Extension, both of which
are the profile constraints for determining the locations at which the alignment merges onto the existing
I-278 BQE at the proposed portal locations. The MTA tunnel elevations and bedrock topographies at the
crossing locations allow the current tunnel alternative to connect into appropriate portal locations.
Table 3-6 summarizes all the structure crossings at the proposed T-1/W-1 alternative.
See Appendix 6 for the documentation of the review of potential conflict points performed by the
NYCDEP. There is no issue at the crossing where T1/W1 crosses the NYC Water Tunnel 2 (Conflict 1),
however the crossing where T1/W1 crosses NYC Water Tunnel 1 (Conflict 4) is not acceptable since the
vertical clearance between proposed tunnel and existing water tunnel is less than the required 150’.
Since the NYC Water Tunnel 1 is shallow at this location, any realignment to the T1/W1 alternative is
going to have the same issue. The vertical clearance issue at Conflict 4 would render T1/W1 alternative
not feasible.
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Table 3-6: T-1/W-1 - Structure Crossing Summary
Structure
Owner

Structure
Type

Crossing Street

T1/W1 Structure Crossing Clearance
Vertical
Trains/Pipe Size
Clearance Actual
(in)
(ft)

Vertical
Clearance
Required (ft)

Proposed Tunnel
Subsurface Classification
Bedrock or Soil

DEP

Sewer Pipe

Near Degraw St.

36

Conflict

n/a

Soil

MTA

Tunnel

Joralemon St.

4 & 5 Trains

114.4

108

Bedrock

MTA

Tunnel

Monague St.

R Train

114.8

108

Bedrock

MTA

Tunnel

Clark St.

2 & 3 Trains

112.4

108

Bedrock

MTA

Tunnel

Jay St.

F Train

131.4

108

Bedrock

DEP

Sewer Pipe

Flatbush Ave. Ext.

24

142.8

n/a

Bedrock

MTA

Tunnel

Flatbush Ave. Ext.

B, D, N & Q Trains

109.8

108

Bedrock

DEP

Sewer Pipe

Gold St.

156

109.8

n/a

Bedrock

DEP

Sewer Pipe
NYC Water
Tunnel 1
(Conflict 4)
Sewer Pipe
NYC Water
Tunnel 2
(Conflict 1)

Near Prince St.

66

99.7

n/a

Bedrock

BQE Exit 29

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Bedrock

Carlton Ave.

60

29.3

n/a

Soil

Adelphi St.

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Soil

DEP
DEP
DEP
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ALTERNATIVE T-2: EXISTING I-278 BQE CORRIDOR TUNNEL

Figure 3-9: Tunnel Alternative T-2
The T-2 alternative includes the construction of an approximately 3.0-mile long tunnel which follows the
existing I-278 BQE alignment. The tunnel portal entrance/exit merge onto the existing I-278 BQE
alignment at the intersection of Rapelye Street (southwest near Exit 26) and Ryerson Street (northeast
near Exit 30). For purposes of this geometric feasibility study, it has been assumed that the existing I-278
BQE will be maintained to provide connections to the East River Bridges serving as a collector distributor
road. The proposed T-2 tunnel alternative will serve as a bypass of the existing I-278 BQE corridor from
Exit 26 to Exit 30 and will not provide direct connection to the East River Bridges. The T-2 horizontal
alignment has been developed with minimum curve radii representative of the alignment layout
presented in the scope of services. The vertical alignment has been designed to maintain the required
MTA tunnel crossing clearance criteria. A maximum grade of 4.0% was extended from the critical points
at the first and last MTA tunnel crossing in order to merge onto the existing I-278 BQE at the portal
locations. See Appendix 3 for the alignment and profile.
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T-2 Tunnel Length
The T-2 tunnel alternative total length is 3.0 miles long and is the second shortest of the proposed
alternatives. The total tunnel length is defined by limits in which the proposed westbound alignment
meets existing ground. The tunnel length is categorized into three zones for consideration of alternative
tunnel construction methods that may be required for boring in soil, rock and transitions. The limits of
Zone 1 include the length of tunnel in soil, from when the bottom of tunnel meets existing ground at the
portal locations to the bedrock surface. The limits of Zone 2 include the length of tunnel in transition
from soil to rock, from when the bottom of tunnel meets the bedrock surface to the point at which the
top of the tunnel maintains a minimum of 30 feet cover from the bedrock surface. The limits of Zone 3
include the length of tunnel in rock, maintaining a minimum of 30 feet cover from the bedrock surface.
The length and depth of the portion of the tunnel in Zones 1 & 2 creates some very critical
constructability issues which are discussed in Section F. Table 3-7 summarizes the tunnel length in each
zone.
Table 3-7: T2 - Tunnel Length Summary

Tunnel Alignment T2
Zone

Station

Zone 1 - Soil (Surface to Rock)
Zone 2 - Transition (Rock to 30' Cover)
Zone 3- Rock (30' Cover)

Sta. T2 0+00 to Sta. T2 31+90
Sta. T2 132+05 to Sta. T2 157+32
Sta. T2 31+90 to Sta. T2 47+89 Sta.
T2 115+20 to Sta. T2 132+05
Sta. T2 47+89 to Sta. T2 115+20
Total Length

Length (ft)

Length (mi)

5717

1.1

3235

0.6

6731

1.3

15683

3.0

T-2 Horizontal Stopping Sight Distance (HSSD)
The T-2 horizontal alignment has five curves with a radius of 1,060 feet as per the minimum curve design
criteria set in Table 3-1. The horizontal stopping sight distance (HSSD) calculation has been performed
based on the selected single stacked tunnel shown in Figure 3-5. The roadway cross section for the
selected stack tunnel includes: 2x12’-0” lanes, 4’-0” right shoulder, 2’-0” left shoulder and barrier wall
on both sides. The left barrier wall obstructs the sight line for both traveling directions, resulting in
nonstandard horizontal sight distance as summarized in Table 3-8.
Table 3-8: T2 - HSSD Summary
T2 Horizontal Stopping Sight Distance

Curve

Radius (ft)
Actual

Design
Speed (mph)
Actual

HSSD (ft)
Actual

HSO from Inside
Lane (ft)
Actual

1
2
3
4
5

1060
1060
1500
1060
1060

55
55
55
55
55

260
260
309
260
260

8
8
8
8
8
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Speed
HSO (ft)
HSSD (ft) Radius (ft)
(mph)
Required Required Required
Required
DS=55mph DS=55mph DS=55mph
for Actual
HSSD
28.9
28.9
20.5
28.9
28.9

495
495
495
495
495

3830
3830
3830
3830
3830
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35
35
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The five T-2 horizontal curves are to be considered nonconforming features. The following
recommendations are presented to mitigate noncompliance or to improve traffic safety in curves with
nonstandard sight distance. T-2 can be modified to eliminate nonconforming features for further
evaluation with the application of the following recommendations.
Horizontal Stopping Sight Distance (HSSD) Recommendations:
1) T-2 Recommendation 1: Lower Speed Limit
If the design speed is reduced to 35mph, the current T-2 alternative will comply with HSSD
requirements.
2) T-2 Recommendation 2: Automated Traffic Management System
Implementing the ATMS could be considered to improve safety with the limiting sight distance of the
current tunnel cross section. ATMS integrates technology to improve the flow of vehicle traffic and
safety. It uses real-time traffic data from cameras and speed sensors to manage, communicate and take
action through digital message signs. Stopped traffic warnings automatically could alert drivers to an
upcoming traffic slow-down or obstruction and provide time to stop safely. This option could be
considered for multiple benefits in addition to improving/justifying the HSSD nonconforming feature.
T-2 Vertical Stopping Sight Distance
The T-2 vertical alignment has two curves with a maximum grade of 4.0% and minimum grade of 1.0%.
The vertical stopping sight distances for both curves comply with the 55 mph design speed requirement.
See Table 3-9.
Table 3-9: VSSD Summary
T2 Vertical Stopping Sight Distance
Curve

Curve
Length
(ft)

G1 (%)

G2 (%)

1
2

897
539

-4.0%
1.0%

1.0%
4.0%

SSD Required
(ft)

SSD
Actual
(ft)

Design
Speed
Required
(mph)

Design
Speed
Available
(mph)

495
495

728
806

55
55

67
75

T-2 Portal Configurations
For T-2, there are two portal configurations conceptually laid out for the beginning and ending merge to
the existing I-278 BQE corridor. The beginning configuration of the tunnel portal merges within the
existing I-278 BQE cut section (lined with retaining walls adjacent to 3rd Avenue) north of I-278 BQE Exit
26. The ending configuration of the tunnel portal merges onto the Park Avenue Viaduct west of I-278
BQE Exit 30. The conceptual layouts of these portals are presented in Appendix 3. The constructability
issues of these portals are discussed in Section 4D.
The T-2 horizontal alignment as currently shown is unable to meet and merge onto the existing I-278
BQE corridor prior to Exit 26 as schematically shown on drawing “Portal Detail – 2” within Appendix 3.
There are two constraints which control the vertical alignment of T-2 and determine where alternatives
can meet existing grade:
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Constraint 1: The proposed tunnel alternative crosses an existing MTA Tunnel (4 & 5 Trains) at
Joralemon St. The existing MTA tunnel at the crossing points of T-2 (Bottom of MTA Tunnel El. 38.6’) are deeper than T-1 (Bottom of MTA Tunnel El. -17.6’) by 21’. The MTA has provided
vertical clearance criteria that must be maintained at all MTA tunnel crossings. The criteria
includes a vertical separation of 108’ (2 x O.D. of proposed tunnel) from bottom of existing MTA
tunnel to top of the proposed tunnel, while in bedrock.
 Constraint 2: The maximum entry/exit grade of the proposed tunnel is 4.0% as per the roadway
geometry requirements provided in the Tunnel Design Criteria herein
These constraints prevent a merge/portal onto the existing I-278 BQE corridor in the tangent section
(Rapelye St. to Congress St) prior to the complex curved interchange near Exit 26. Merging onto the
existing I-278 BQE, south of Exit 26 (into the curve), requires a reconfiguration of this multi-structure
interchange. All three curved bridges, WB I-278 BQE off ramp (Exit 26), WB I-278 BQE and EB I-278 BQE
require realignment in order to meet the constraints above and standard geometric criteria. The T-2
portal configuration can be simplified for further evaluation with the application of the following
alternative.
1) T-2 Recommendation 1: Alternative Option 1
Alternative Option 1, a variation of the T-2 alternative, has been evaluated to mitigate the impacts of
the portal south of Exit 26. It is anticipated that this revision in the alignment would allow the
southeastern portal to connect onto the tangent section of the I-278 BQE and avoid complications
associated with the multi-structure interchange. The overall length of the tunnel decreases slightly with
this option. In this option the alignment would go back on Hicks Street before hitting Joralemon Street
which would mitigate Constraint 1 as noted before.

Figure 3-10: T-2 Alternative Option 1 (Blue)
T-2 MTA & DEP Structure Crossing Clearance
The proposed T-2 alternative crosses five existing MTA tunnels and seven DEP sewer structures (greater
than 24” pipe diameter). All MTA tunnel crossings maintain clearance criteria per Section 4A-III. The
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critical crossings are two MTA tunnels at Joralemon St. and Jay St., both of which are the profile
constraints for determining the locations at which the alternative merges onto the existing I-278 BQE at
the proposed portal locations. As a result of the Joralemon St. MTA tunnel clearance criteria required for
the T-2 alternative, the portal location identified near Exit 26 is not easily constructible and is
anticipated to require significant structural modifications to the existing bridges adjacent to the Battery
Tunnel entrances. This is discussed with recommendations in ‘T-2 Portal Configurations’. Table 3-10
summarizes all of the structure crossings at the proposed T-2 alternative.
See Appendix 6 for the documentation of the review of potential conflict points performed by the
NYCDEP. There is no issue at the crossing where T2 crosses the NYC Water Tunnel 2 (Conflict 1),
however the crossing where T2 crosses NYC Water Tunnel 1 (Conflict 5) is not acceptable since the
horizontal clearance between T2 and a shaft on NYC Water Tunnel 1 is less than the required 200 feet.
The horizontal clearance issue at Conflict 5 would render T2 alternative not feasible.
Table 3-10: T2 - Structure Crossing Summary
T2 Structure Crossing Clearance
Vertical
Trains/Pipe Size
Clearance Actual
(in)
(ft)

Structure
Owner

Structure
Type

Crossing Street

DEP

Sewer Pipe

Near Degraw St.

36

Vertical
Clearance
Required (ft)

Proposed Tunnel
Subsurface Classification
Bedrock or Soil

Conflict

n/a

Soil

DEP

Sewer Pipe

Amity St.

102

84.3

n/a

Soil

DEP

Interceptor

Furman St.

96

107.3

n/a

Bedrock

MTA

Tunnel

Joralemon St.

4 & 5 Trains

109.3

108

Bedrock

MTA

Tunnel

Monague St.

R Train

130

108

Bedrock

MTA

Tunnel

Clark St.

2 & 3 Trains

133.9

108

Bedrock

MTA

Tunnel

Cranberry St.

A & C Trains

122.4

108

Bedrock

DEP

Interceptor

Furman St.

96

134.9

n/a

Bedrock

MTA

Tunnel

Jay St.

F Train

117.3

108

Bedrock

DEP

Sewer Pipe

Gold St.

156

73.4

n/a

Bedrock

DEP

Sewer Pipe
NYC Water
Tunnel 1
(Conflict 5)
Sewer Pipe
NYC Water
Tunnel 2
(Conflict 2)

Near Prince St.

66

55.1

n/a

Soil

BQE Exit 29

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Bedrock

Carlton Ave.

60

27.3

n/a

Soil

Adelphi St.

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Soil

DEP
DEP
DEP
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ALTERNATIVE T-3: OUTBOARD TUNNEL

Figure 3-11: Tunnel Alternative T-3
The T-3 alternative includes the construction of an approximately 3.3-mile long tunnel north of the
existing I-278 BQE alignment with a subaqueous segment between Atlantic Avenue and Doughty Street.
The tunnel portal entrance/exit merge onto the existing I-278 BQE alignment at the intersection of
Rapelye Street (southwest near Exit 26) and Ryerson Street (northeast near Exit 30). For purposes of this
geometric feasibility study, it has been assumed that the existing I-278 BQE will be maintained to
provide connections to the East River Bridges serving as a collector distributor road. The proposed T-3
tunnel alternative will serve as a bypass of the existing I-278 BQE corridor from Exit 26 to Exit 30 and will
not provide direct connection to the East River Bridges. The T-3 horizontal alignment has been
developed with minimum curve radii representative of the alignment layout presented in the scope of
services. The vertical alignment has been designed to maintain the required MTA tunnel crossing
clearance criteria. A maximum grade of 4.0% was extended from the critical points at the first and last
MTA tunnel crossing in order to merge onto the existing I-278 BQE at the identified portal locations. See
Appendix 3 for the alignment and profile.
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T-3 Tunnel Length
The T-3 tunnel alternative total length is 3.3 miles long and is the longest alternative compared to T-1, T2 & W-2. The total tunnel length is defined by limits in which the proposed westbound alignment meets
existing ground. The tunnel length is categorized into three zones for consideration of alternative tunnel
construction methods that may be required for boring in soil, rock and transitions. The limits of Zone 1
include the length of tunnel in soil, from when the bottom of tunnel meets existing ground at the portal
locations to the bedrock surface. The limits of Zone 2 include the length of tunnel in transition from soil
to rock, from when the bottom of tunnel meets the bedrock surface to the point at which the top of the
tunnel maintains a minimum of 30 feet cover from the bedrock surface. The limits of Zone 3 include the
length of tunnel submerged in rock, maintaining a minimum of 30 feet cover from the bedrock surface.
The length and depth of the portion of the tunnel in Zones 1 & 2 creates some very critical
constructability issues which are discussed in Section F. Table 3-11 summarizes the tunnel length in each
zone.
Table 3-11: T3 - Tunnel Length Summary
Tunnel Alignment T3
Zone
Zone 1 - Soil (Surface to Rock)
Zone 2 - Transition (Rock to 30' Cover)
Zone 3- Rock (30' Cover)

Station
Sta. T3 0+00 to Sta. T3 29+29
Sta.
T3 150+00 to 175+60
Sta. T3 29+29 to Sta. T3 45+80 Sta.
T3 133+64 to Sta. T3 150+00
Sta. T3 45+80 to Sta. T3 133+64

Length (ft)

Length (mi)

5489

1.0

3257

0.6

8784

1.7

17530

3.3

Total Length

T-3 Horizontal Stopping Sight Distance (HSSD)
The T-3 horizontal alignment has five curves with a radius of 1,060 feet as per the minimum curve design
criteria set in Table 3-1. The horizontal stopping sight distance (HSSD) calculation has been performed
based on the selected single stacked tunnel shown in Figure 3-5. The roadway cross section for the
selected stack tunnel includes: 2x12’-0”, 4’-0” right shoulder, 2’-0” left shoulder and barrier wall on both
sides. The left barrier wall obstructs the sight line for both traveling directions, resulting in nonstandard
horizontal sight distance as summarized in Table 3-12.
Table 3-12: T3 - HSSD Summary
T3 Horizontal Stopping Sight Distance

Curve

Radius (ft)
Actual

Design
Speed (mph)
Actual

HSSD (ft)
Actual

HSO from Inside
Lane (ft)
Actual

1
2
3
4
5

1060
1060
1060
1060
1060

55
55
55
55
55

260
260
260
260
260

8
8
8
8
8
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Design
Speed
HSO (ft)
HSSD (ft) Radius (ft)
(mph)
Required Required Required
Required
DS=55mph DS=55mph DS=55mph
for Actual
HSSD
28.9
28.9
28.9
28.9
28.9

495
495
495
495
495

3830
3830
3830
3830
3830

35
35
35
35
35
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The five T-3 horizontal curves are to be considered nonconforming features. The following
recommendations are presented to mitigate noncompliance or to improve traffic safety in curves with
nonstandard sight distance. T-3 can be modified to eliminate nonconforming features for further
evaluation with the application of the following recommendations.
Horizontal Stopping Sight Distance (HSSD) Recommendations:
1) T-3 Recommendation 1: Lower Speed Limit
If the design speed is reduced to 35mph, the current T-3 alternative will comply with HSSD
requirements.
2) T-3 Recommendation 2: Automated Traffic Management System
Implementing the ATMS could be considered to improve safety with the limiting sight distance of the
current tunnel cross section. ATMS integrates technology to improve the flow of vehicle traffic and
safety. It uses real-time traffic data from cameras and speed sensors to manage, communicate and take
action through digital message signs. Stopped traffic warnings automatically could alert drivers to an
upcoming traffic slow-down or obstruction and provide time to stop safely. This option could be
considered for multiple benefits in addition to improving/justifying the HSSD nonconforming feature.
T-3 Vertical Stopping Sight Distance
The T-3 vertical alignment has three curves with a maximum grade of 4.0% and minimum grade of 1.0%.
The vertical stopping sight distances for all three curves comply with the 55 mph design speed
requirement. See Table 3-13 for a summary.
Table 3-13: T3 - VSSD Summary
T3 Vertical Stopping Sight Distance
Curve

Curve
Length
(ft)

G1 (%)

G2 (%)

1
2
3

539
357
357

-4.0%
-1.0%
1.0%

-1.0%
1.0%
4.0%

SSD Required
(ft)

SSD
Actual
(ft)

Design
Speed
Required
(mph)

Design
Speed
Available
(mph)

495
495
495

805
2317
806

55
55
55

75
100+
75

T-3 Portal Configurations
For T-3, there are two portal configurations conceptually laid out for the beginning and ending merge to
the existing I-278 BQE corridor. The beginning configuration of the tunnel portal merges within the
existing I-278 BQE cut section (lined with retaining walls adjacent to 3rd Avenue) north of I-278 BQE Exit
26. The ending configuration of the tunnel portal merges onto the Park Avenue Viaduct west of I-278
BQE Exit 30. The conceptual layouts of these portals are presented in Appendix 3. The constructability
issues of these portals are discussed in Section 4D.
The T-3 horizontal alignment as currently shown is unable to meet and merge onto the existing I-278
BQE corridor prior to Exit 26 as schematically shown on drawing “Portal Detail – 2” within Appendix 3.
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There are two constraints which control the vertical alignment of T-3 and determine where the profile
can meet existing grade:
 Constraint 1: The proposed tunnel alternative crosses an existing MTA Tunnel (4 & 5 Trains) at
Joralemon St. The existing MTA tunnel at the crossing points of T-3 (Bottom of MTA Tunnel El. 58.4’) are deeper than T-1 (Bottom of MTA Tunnel El. -17.6’) by 41’. The MTA has provided
vertical clearance criteria that must be maintained at all MTA tunnel crossings. The criteria
includes a vertical separation of 108’ (2 x O.D. of proposed tunnel) from bottom of existing MTA
tunnel to top of the proposed tunnel, while in bedrock.
 Constraint 2: The maximum entry/exit grade of the proposed tunnel is 4.0% as per the roadway
geometry requirements provided in the Tunnel Design Criteria herein
These constraints prevent a merge/portal onto the existing I-278 BQE corridor in the tangent section
(Rapelye St. to Congress St) prior to the complex curved interchange near Exit 26. Merging onto the
existing I-278 BQE, south of Exit 26 (into the curve), requires a reconfiguration of this multi-structure
interchange. All three curved bridges, WB I-278 BQE off ramp (Exit 26), WB I-278 BQE and EB I-278 BQE
require realignment in order to meet the constraints above and standard geometric criteria. The T-3
portal configuration could be simplified for further evaluation with the application of the following
alternative.
1) T-3 Recommendation 1: Alternative Option 1
Similar to alternative T-2, an alternative option 1 has been evaluated for T-3 to mitigate the impacts of a
portal south of Exit 26. It is anticipated that this would allow the southeastern portal to connect onto
the tangent section of the I-278 BQE and avoid complications associated with the multi-structure
interchange. The overall length of the tunnel also decreases slightly with this option. In this option the
alignment would go back on Hicks Street before hitting Joralemon Street which would mitigate
Constraint 1 as noted before.
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Figure 3-12: T-3 Alternative Option 1 (Green)
T-3 MTA & DEP Structure Crossing Clearance
The proposed T-3 alternative crosses five existing MTA tunnels and nine DEP sewer structures (greater
than 24” pipe diameter). All MTA tunnel crossings maintain clearance criteria per Section 4A-III. The
critical crossings are two MTA tunnels at Joralemon St. and Jay St., both of which are the profile
constraints for determining the locations at which the alternative merges onto the existing I-278 BQE at
the proposed portal locations. As a result of the Joralemon St. MTA tunnel clearance criteria required for
the T-3 alternative, the portal location identified near Exit 26 is not easily constructible and is
anticipated to require significant structural modifications to the existing bridges adjacent to the Battery
Tunnel entrances. This is discussed with recommendations in ‘T-3 Portal Configurations’. Table 3-14
summarizes all of the structure crossings at the proposed T-3 alternative.
See Appendix 6 for the documentation of the review of potential conflict points performed by the
NYCDEP. There are no issues at the crossings where T3 crosses NYC Water Tunnel 1 (Conflict 6) and NYC
Water Tunnel 2 (Conflict 3).
T-3 Manhattan Bridge Anchorage Structure Crossing Clearance
The proposed T-3 alternative falls right under the Brooklyn anchorage structure of the Manhattan Bridge
as shown in Figure 3-13 at about Sta. T3 114+00. Record drawings for this anchorage structure were
reviewed to determine the extent of the foundations and found that piles were used but were
contained within the overburden layer above rock. Based on the proposed profile included in Appendix
3, about 100’ of rock cover exists above the crown of the proposed tunnel at this location, however the
major concern that makes this tunnel alternate problematic is NYCDOT’s position that no tunnel is
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desired to run under the foundation of any of the East River Bridges. Further detailed analysis will have
to be performed to evaluate the effect of tunneling under the existing anchorage structure.
Table 3-14: T3- Structure Crossing Summary
T3 Structure Crossing Clearance
Vertical
Trains/Pipe Size
Clearance Actual
(in)
(ft)

Vertical
Clearance
Required (ft)

Proposed Tunnel
Subsurface Classification
Bedrock or Soil

14.8

n/a

Soil

98.3

n/a

Soil

84

114.5

n/a

Bedrock

84

116.4

n/a

Bedrock

Furman St.

96

126.6

n/a

Bedrock

Tunnel

Joralemon St.

4 & 5 Trains

112.7

108

Bedrock

MTA

Tunnel

Monague St.

R Train

116.1

108

Bedrock

MTA

Tunnel

Clark St.

2 & 3 Trains

128.1

108

Bedrock

MTA

Tunnel

Cranberry St.

A & C Trains

118.7

108

Bedrock

DEP

Interceptor

Main St.

96

147.8

n/a

Bedrock

Structure
Owner

Structure
Type

Crossing Street

DEP

Sewer Pipe

Near Degraw St.

36

DEP

Sewer Pipe

Amity St.

102

DEP

Sewer Pipe

Columbia St.

DEP

Sewer Pipe

Atlantic Ave.

DEP

Interceptor

MTA

MTA

Tunnel

Jay St.

F Train

112.8

108

Bedrock

DEP

Sewer Pipe

Gold St.

156

84.7

n/a

Bedrock

DEP

Sewer Pipe
NYC Water
Tunnel 1
(Conflict 6)
Sewer Pipe
NYC Water
Tunnel 2
(Conflict 3)

Concord St.

66

48.7

n/a

Soil

BQE Exit 29

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Bedrock

Carlton Ave.

60

29.6

n/a

Soil

Adelphi St.

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Soil

DEP
DEP
DEP

Figure 3-13: T-3 Alternative under Manhattan Bridge Anchorage
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ALTERNATIVE W-2: STRAIGHT-LINE TUNNEL BETWEEN I-278 BQE EXITS 24 AND 30

Figure 3-14: Tunnel Alternative W-2
The W-2 alternative includes the construction of an approximately 3.0-mile long tunnel which follows a
straight line between I-278 BQE/GE Exits 24 and 30. This requires the tunnel’s alignment to cross
through private property, because no significant lengths of this tunnel run parallel to a local street. The
tunnel portal entrance/exit merge onto the existing I-278 BQE alignment at the intersection of 21st
Street (south of Exit 24) and Kent Avenue (north of Exit 30). For purposes of this geometric feasibility
study, it has been assumed that the existing I-278 BQE will be maintained to provide connections to the
East River Bridges serving as a collector distributor road. The proposed W-2 tunnel alternative will serve
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as a bypass of the existing I-278 BQE corridor from Exit 24 to Exit 30 and will not provide direct
connection to the East River Bridges. The W-2 horizontal alignment has been developed with minimum
curve radii representative of the alignment layout presented in the scope of services. The vertical
alignment has been designed to maintain the required MTA tunnel crossing clearance criteria. A
maximum grade of 4.0% was extended from the critical points at the first and last MTA tunnel crossing
in order to merge onto the existing I-278 BQE at the identified portal locations. See Appendix 3 for the
alignment and profile.
W-2 Tunnel Length
The W-2 tunnel alternative total length is 3.0 miles long and is the second shortest alternative. The total
tunnel length is defined by limits in which the proposed westbound alignment meets existing ground.
The tunnel length is categorized into three zones for consideration of alternative tunnel construction
methods that may be required for boring in soil, rock and transitions. The limits of Zone 1 include the
length of tunnel in soil, from when the bottom of tunnel meets existing ground at the portal locations to
the bedrock surface. The limits of Zone 2 include the length of tunnel in transition from soil to rock, from
when the bottom of tunnel meets the bedrock surface to the point at which the top of the tunnel
maintains a minimum of 30 feet cover from the bedrock surface. The limits of Zone 3 include the length
of tunnel in rock, maintaining a minimum of 30 feet cover from the bedrock surface. The length and
depth of the portion of the tunnel in Zones 1 & 2 creates some very critical constructability issues which
are discussed in Section F. Table 3-15 summarizes the tunnel length in each zone.
Table 3-15: Tunnel Length Summary

Tunnel Alignment W2
Zone

Station

Length (ft)

Length (mi)

Zone 1 - Soil (Surface to Rock)

Sta. W2 7+25 to Sta. W2 53+70
Sta. W2 124+88 to Sta. W2 164+58

8615

1.6

Zone 2 - Transition (Rock to 30' Cover)

Sta. W2 53+70 to Sta. W2 71+18
Sta. W2 103+76 to Sta. W2 124+88

3860

0.7

Zone 3- Rock (30' Cover)

Sta. W2 71+18 to Sta. W2 103+76

3258

0.6

15733

3.0

Total Length

W-2 Horizontal Stopping Sight Distance (HSSD)
The W-2 horizontal alignment has one curve with a radius of 1,060 feet as per the minimum curve
design criteria set in Table 3-1. The horizontal stopping sight distance (HSSD) calculation has been
performed based on the selected single stacked tunnel shown in Figure 3-5. The roadway cross section
for the selected stack tunnel includes: 2x12’-0” lanes, 4’-0” right shoulder, 2’-0” left shoulder and barrier
wall on both sides. The left barrier wall obstructs the sight line for both traveling directions, resulting in
nonstandard horizontal sight distance as summarized in Table 3-16.
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Table 3-16: HSSD Summary
W2 Horizontal Stopping Sight Distance

Curve

Radius (ft)
Actual

Design
Speed (mph)
Actual

HSSD (ft)
Actual

HSO from Inside
Lane (ft)
Actual

1

1060

55

260

8

Design
Speed
HSO (ft)
HSSD (ft) Radius (ft)
(mph)
Required Required Required
Required
DS=55mph DS=55mph DS=55mph
for Actual
HSSD
28.9

495

3830

35

The one W-2 horizontal curve is to be considered a nonconforming feature. The following
recommendations are presented to mitigate noncompliance or to improve traffic safety in curves with
nonstandard sight distance. W-2 can be modified to eliminate nonconforming features for further
evaluation with the application of the following recommendations.
Horizontal Stopping Sight Distance (HSSD) Recommendations:
1) W-2 Recommendation 1: Lower Speed Limit
Since this curve is within the portal configuration merging onto I-278 BQE, it should be considered as a
ramp condition. If the design speed is reduced to 35mph prior to the curve, the current W-2 alternative
will comply with HSSD requirements.
2) W-2 Recommendation 2: Automated Traffic Management System
Implementing the ATMS could be considered to improve safety with the limiting sight distance of the
current tunnel cross section. ATMS integrates technology to improve the flow of vehicle traffic and
safety. It uses real-time traffic data from cameras and speed sensors to manage, communicate and take
action through digital message signs. Stopped traffic warnings automatically could alert drivers to an
upcoming traffic slow-down or obstruction and provide time to stop safely. This option could be
considered for multiple benefits in addition to improving/justifying the HSSD nonconforming feature.
W-2 Vertical Stopping Sight Distance
The W-2 vertical alignment has two curves with a maximum grade of 4.0% and minimum grade of .6%.
The vertical stopping sight distances both curves comply with the 55 mph design speed requirement.
See Table 3-17 for a summary.
Table 3-17: VSSD Summary
W2 Vertical Stopping Sight Distance
Curve

Curve
Length
(ft)

G1 (%)

1
2

720
531

-4.0%
0.6%

G2 (%)

SSD Required
(ft)

SSD
Actual
(ft)

Design
Speed
Required
(mph)

Design
Speed
Available
(mph)

0.6%
4.0%

495
495

644
2317

55
55

62
67

W-2 Portal Configurations
For W-2, there are two portal configurations conceptually laid out for the beginning and ending merge
to the existing I-278 BQE corridor. The beginning configuration of the tunnel portal merges onto the
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existing I-278 Gowanus Expressway (GE) bridge elevated structure south of I-278 GE Exit 24. The ending
configuration of the tunnel portal merges onto the existing I-278 BQE fill section and elevated structure
north of I-278 BQE Exit 30. The conceptual layouts of these portals are presented in Appendix 3. The
constructability issues of these portals are discussed in Section 4D.
The W-2 beginning tunnel portal at the begin end near Exit 24 as conceptually laid out per the MTA
clearance criteria and profile maximum grade surfaces near the Prospect Avenue and Gowanus
Expressway interchange. This proposed alignment will have severe impacts to the existing Prospect
Expressway and Gowanus Expressway interchange as the tunnel surfaces to merge onto the I-278
Gowanus Expressway bridge elevated structure. W-2 can be modified to meet MTA criteria without
nonconforming features for further evaluation with the application of the following recommendation.
W-2 Portal Configuration Recommendation:
1) W-2 Recommendation 1: Alternative Option 1
The alignment could be extended approximately 2640’ (1/2 Mile) south to merge onto the existing I-278
Gowanus Expressway bridge elevated structure at approximately 31st Street. This alignment extension
could allow the proposed W-2 tunnel to maintain approximately 40’ of cover from existing ground to
mitigate impacts to the Prospect Expressway and Gowanus Expressway interchange prior to surfacing
for the portal configuration. Similar portal concept as presented in ‘Tunnel Portal Detail 1’ in Appendix 3
could be used with some modifications. The total length for the revised W-2 alignment would be 3.5
miles. See Figure 3-15 for the alternative alignment.

Figure 3-15: W-2 Alternative Option 1 (Blue)
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The W-2 ending portal near Kent Avenue merges onto the I-278 BQE fill section and elevated structure
north of I-278 BQE Exit 30 is unique from the other portals, but considered geometrically feasible. The
portal will ramp up and connect into the existing I-278 BQE which is supported on fill. As result of the
proposed location supported on fill, this type of portal configuration may require additional length of cut
and cover construction compared to other alternatives, or may require reconstruction of sections of the
existing fill-supported I-278 BQE to bridge supported structure to provide tunnel to roadway
connections. This is explained in more detail in Section D.
W-2 MTA & DEP Structure Crossing Clearance
The proposed W-2 alternative crosses five existing MTA tunnels and nine DEP sewer structures (greater
than 24” pipe diameter). All MTA tunnel crossings maintain clearance criteria (Section A-III). The critical
crossings are two MTA tunnels at 4th Avenue and Lafayette Avenue, both of which are the profile
constraints for determining the locations at which the alternative merges onto the existing I-278 BQE at
the proposed portal locations. . The MTA tunnel elevations and bedrock topographies at the crossing
locations allow the current tunnel alternative to connect into appropriate portal locations. Table 3-18
summarizes all of the structure crossings at the proposed W-2 alternative.
Table 3-18: Structure Crossing Summary
W2 Structure Crossing Clearance
Structure Structure
Owner
Type

Crossing Street

Vertical
Trains/Pipe Size
Clearance Actual
(in)
(ft)

Vertical
Clearance
Required (ft)

Proposed Tunnel
Subsurface Classification
Bedrock or Soil

DEP

Sewer Pipe

BQE & 3rd Ave.

78

Conflict

n/a

Soil

DEP

Sewer Pipe

19th St.

36

Conflict

n/a

Soil

DEP

Sewer Pipe

12th St.

64

20.1

n/a

Soil

DEP

Sewer Pipe

7th St.

78

95.1

n/a

Soil

DEP

Sewer Pipe

Carroll St.

42

175.1

n/a

Soil

MTA

Tunnel
NYC Water
Tunnel 3
(Conflict 7)

4th Ave.

D, N & R Trains

191.7

108

Bedrock

Douglass St.

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Bedrock

DEP
DEP

Sewer Pipe

Butler St.

60

202.3

n/a

Bedrock

DEP

Sewer Pipe

Dean St.

72

207.9

n/a

Bedrock

MTA

Tunnel

Flatbush Ave. Ext.

2, 3, 4 & 5 Trains

184.3

108

Bedrock

MTA

Tunnel

St. Felix St.

B & Q Trains

175.7

108

Bedrock

DEP

Sewer Pipe

South Portland Ave.

144

179

n/a

Bedrock

MTA

Tunnel

Fulton St.

C Train

203.6

108

Bedrock

MTA

Tunnel

Lafayette Ave.

G

112.8

108

Bedrock

DEP

Sewer Pipe

Taaffe Pl.

188

Conflict

n/a

Soil
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ALTERNATIVE W-3: OUTBOARD TUNNEL CONNECTING SUNSET PARK AND I-278 BQE
EXIT 33

Figure 3-16: Tunnel Alternative W-3
HDR was scoped to perform a qualitative feasibility study for this tunnel alternative. Detailed alignment
and profile were not developed. The W-3 alternative includes an approximately 8.5-mile long tunnel
between Exit 33/McGuinness Boulevard (near Williamsburg) and 65th Street (in Sunset Park). This
alternative for the most part is within the East River following the perimeter of Brooklyn. This alternative
has substantial geometric complications which have to be analyzed in terms of crossing the Brooklyn
Battery Tunnel, MTA Subway Tunnels and NYC Water Tunnels.
W-3 Tunnel Length
The W-3 alternative exceeds 8 miles in total length, the majority of which is underwater. Figure 3-16
shows the proposed W-3 alternative.
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The longest roadway tunnel in the world is the Laerdal – Aurland tunnel connecting Laerdal and Aurland
in Sogn og Fjordane in Norway. This tunnel is 15.23 mile long succeeding the Swiss Gotthard Road
Tunnel (10.5 miles). The tunnel carries two lanes of European Route E16. It’s a 20 minute drive through
the tunnel and this tunnel has 15 turning areas which were constructed for buses and semi-trailers. In
addition to the three large caverns, emergency niches have been built every 1,600 ft. For more detail on
this tunnel, see Appendix 5.
Although W-3 alternative is not as long as the worlds longest roadway tunnel, considerable
infrastructure will have to be provided for turning areas, emergency stopping areas, safe exit of
motorists in case of an emergency etc. under the East River.
W-3 MTA & DEP Structure Crossing Clearance
The proposed W-3 alternative crosses eight existing MTA tunnels and two NYC Water Tunnels. The
critical crossings are the MTA tunnels at the Hugh L. Carey Tunnel (Brooklyn-Battery Tunnel) and the
Nassau Ave. G Train tunnel which would be the profile constraints for determining the location at which
the alternative merges onto the existing I-278 at the proposed portal location near Exit 33 and 65th
Street in Sunset Park. Due to the close proximity of the MTA Tunnel crossings at Nassau Ave. and 7 th St.
to the proposed portal location at Exit 33 of the I-278 BQE, providing the required 108’ MTA clearance
criteria would be a challenge. This alternative also crosses the NYC Water Tunnel 1 in the North and the
Richmond Tunnel in the south. The profile of this alternative would be further constraint at these DEP
water tunnel crossing locations to maintain the required 150’ clearance. The Table 3-19 summarizes all
of the structure crossings at the proposed W-3 alternative.
Table 3-19: Structure Crossing Summary
W3 Structure Crossing Clearance
Structure
Owner

Structure
Type

DEP

Aqueduct

MTA B&T

Tunnel

MTA
MTA
MTA
MTA
MTA
DEP
MTA
MTA

Tunnel
Tunnel
Tunnel
Tunnel
Tunnel
Aqueduct
Tunnel
Tunnel

Crossing Street

Trains/Tunnel
Name

Upper Bay (River)
Buttermilk Channel
(River)
Joralemon St.
Monague St.
Clark St.
Cranberry St.
Jay St.
East River (River)
7th St.
Nassau Ave.

Richmond Tunnel
Hugh L. Carey
Tunnel
4 & 5 Trains
R Train
2 & 3 Trains
A & C Trains
F Train
Water Tunnel 1
L Train
G Train

Proposed Tunnel
Subsurface
Classification
Bedrock or Soil
Bedrock
Bedrock
Bedrock
Bedrock
Bedrock
Bedrock
Bedrock
Bedrock
Bedrock
Bedrock

Due to all these reasons listed above and being cost prohibitive due to its length, this alternative is
excluded from this study.
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ALTERNATIVE W-4: THIRD AVENUE/OUTBOARD TUNNEL BETWEEN I-278 BQE
EXITS 24 AND 30

Figure 3-17: Tunnel Alternative W-4
The W-4 alternative includes the construction of an approximately 4.8-mile long tunnel which follows a
substantial portion of 3rd Avenue between I-278 BQE/GE Exits 22 and 30. During the time the W-4 tunnel
alternative was being conceptualized in the scoping study for NYSDOT, the Gowanus EIS project was
being developed concurrently and a tunnel was one of the alternatives being studied. The W-4 tunnel
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alternative begins where it was anticipated the Gowanus tunnel would be if constructed, with the
connection point assumed to be located near the bulkhead at the intersection of 58th street west of the
Gowanus Expressway. The ending tunnel portal merges onto the existing I-278 BQE alignment at the
intersection of Kent Avenue (north of Exit 30) similar to the W-2 alternative.
For purposes of this geometric feasibility study, it has been assumed that the existing I-278 BQE will be
maintained to provide connections to the East River Bridges serving as a collector distributor road. The
proposed W-4 tunnel alternative will serve as a bypass of the existing I-278 BQE corridor from Exit 22 to
Exit 30 and will not provide direct connection to the East River Bridges. The W-4 horizontal alignment
has been developed with curve radii representative of the alignment layout presented in the scope of
services. The vertical alignment has been designed to maintain the required MTA tunnel crossing
clearance criteria and to tie in the Gowanus Tunnel beneath the bedrock surface. A maximum grade of
4.0% was extended from the critical point at the last MTA tunnel crossing in order to merge onto the
existing I-278 BQE at the identified portal location at Exit 30. See Appendix 3 for the alignment and
profile.
W-4 Tunnel Length
The W-4 tunnel alternative total length is 4.8 miles long and is longest alternative compared to T-1/W-1,
T-2, T-3 & W-2 tunnels. The total tunnel length is defined by limits in which the proposed westbound
alignment meets existing ground. The tunnel length is categorized into three zones for consideration of
alternative tunnel construction methods that may be required for boring in soil, rock and transitions.
The limits of Zone 1 include the length of tunnel in soil, from when the bottom of tunnel meets existing
ground at the portal locations to the bedrock surface. The limits of Zone 2 include the length of tunnel in
transition from soil to rock, from when the bottom of tunnel meets the bedrock surface to the point at
which the top of the tunnel maintains a minimum of 30 feet cover from the bedrock surface. The limits
of Zone 3 include the length of tunnel submerged in rock, maintaining a minimum of 30 feet cover from
the bedrock surface. The length and depth of the portion of the tunnel in Zones 1 & 2 creates some very
critical constructability issues which are discussed in Section F. Table 3-20 summarizes the tunnel length
in each zone.
Table 3-20: Tunnel Length Summary

Tunnel Alignment W4
Zone
Zone 1 - Soil (Surface to Rock)

Station
Sta. W4 218+08 to Sta. W4 253+08

Length (ft)
3500

Length (mi)
0.7

Zone 2 - Transition (Rock to 30' Cover)

Sta. W4 191+74 to Sta. W4 218+08

2634

0.5

Zone 3- Rock (30' Cover)

Sta. W4 0+00 to Sta. W4 191+74

19174

3.6

25308

4.8

Total Length

W-4 Horizontal Stopping Sight Distance (HSSD)
The W-4 horizontal alignment has four curves with a radius of 9410’ and a curve that matches the
existing alignment with a radius of 826’. The horizontal stopping sight distance (HSSD) calculation has
been performed based on the selected single stacked tunnel shown in Figure 3-5. The roadway cross
section for the selected stack tunnel includes: 2x12’-0” lanes, 4’-0” right shoulder, 2’-0” left shoulder
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and barrier wall on both sides. The left barrier wall obstructs the sight line for both traveling directions,
resulting in nonstandard horizontal sight distance as summarized in Table 3-21.
Table 3-21: HSSD Summary
W4 Horizontal Stopping Sight Distance

Curve

Radius (ft)
Actual

Design
Speed (mph)
Actual

HSSD (ft)
Actual

HSO from Inside
Lane (ft)
Actual

1
2
3
4
5

9410
9410
9410
9410
826

55
55
55
55
55

776
776
776
776
229

8
8
8
8
8

Design
Speed
HSO (ft)
HSSD (ft) Radius (ft)
(mph)
Required Required Required
Required
DS=55mph DS=55mph DS=55mph
for Actual
HSSD
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.3
37

495
495
495
495
495

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
3830

The one W-4 horizontal curve with a radius of 826’ is a nonconforming feature. The following
recommendations are presented to mitigate noncompliance or to improve traffic safety in curves with
nonstandard sight distance. W-4 can be modified to eliminate nonconforming features for further
evaluation with the application of the following recommendations.
Horizontal Stopping Sight Distance (HSSD) Recommendations:
1) W-4 Recommendation 1: Lower Speed Limit
Since this curve is within the portal configuration merging onto I-278 BQE, it should be considered as a
ramp condition. If the design speed is reduced to 35mph prior to the curve, the current W-4 alternative
will comply with HSSD requirements.
2) W-4 Recommendation 2: Automated Traffic Management System
Implementing the ATMS could be considered to improve safety with the limiting sight distance of the
current tunnel cross section. ATMS integrates technology to improve the flow of vehicle traffic and
safety. It uses real-time traffic data from cameras and speed sensors to manage, communicate and take
action through digital message signs. Stopped traffic warnings automatically could alert drivers to an
upcoming traffic slow-down or obstruction and provide time to stop safely. This option could be
considered for multiple benefits in addition to improving/justifying the HSSD nonconforming feature.
W-4 Vertical Stopping Sight Distance
The W-4 vertical alignment has two curves with a maximum grade of 4.0% and minimum grade of 0.1%.
The vertical stopping sight distances for both curves comply with the 55 mph design speed requirement.
See Table 3-22.
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Table 3-22: VSSD Summary
W4 Vertical Stopping Sight Distance
Curve

Curve
Length
(ft)

G1 (%)

1
2

160
437

0.1%
1.2%

G2 (%)

SSD Required
(ft)

SSD
Actual
(ft)

Design
Speed
Required
(mph)

Design
Speed
Available
(mph)

1.2%
4.0%

495
495

9999+
775

55
55

100+
74

W-4 Portal Configurations
For W-4, there is one portal configuration conceptually laid out for the ending merge to the existing I278 BQE corridor. The W-4 ending portal near Kent Avenue merges onto the I-278 BQE fill section and
elevated structure north of I-278 BQE Exit 30 is unique from the other portals, but considered
geometrically feasible. The portal will ramp up and connect into the existing I-278 BQE which is
supported on fill. As result of the proposed location supported on fill, this type of portal configuration
may require additional length of cut and cover construction compared to other alternatives, or may
require reconstruction of sections of the existing fill-supported I-278 BQE to bridge supported structure
to provide tunnel to roadway connections. This is explained in more detail in Section D.
W-4 MTA & DEP Structure Crossing Clearance
The proposed W-4 alternative crosses four existing MTA tunnels and nine DEP sewer structures (greater
than 24” pipe diameter). All MTA tunnel crossings maintain clearance criteria per Section 4A-III. The
critical crossing is the MTA tunnels at St. Felix St. which is the profile constraints for determining the
location at which the alternative merges onto the existing I-278 BQE at the proposed portal location
near Exit 30. The MTA tunnel elevations and bedrock topographies at the crossing locations allow the
current tunnel alternative to connect into appropriate portal location. Table 3-23 summarizes all of the
structure crossings at the proposed W-4 alternative.
See Appendix 6 for the documentation of the review of potential conflict points performed by the
NYCDEP. There is no issue at the crossing where W4 crosses the NYC Water Tunnel 3 (Conflict 8),
however W4 layout conflicts with shaft on NYC Water Tunnel 1 at Flatbush Avenue and is not
acceptable. The horizontal clearance issue at Conflict 8 would render W4 alternative not feasible.
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Table 3-23: Structure Crossing Summary
W4 Structure Crossing Clearance
Vertical
Trains/Pipe Size
Clearance Actual
(in)
(ft)

Vertical
Clearance
Required (ft)

Proposed Tunnel
Subsurface Classification
Bedrock or Soil

223.2

n/a

Bedrock

215.5

n/a

Bedrock

30

208.5

n/a

Bedrock

Near Degraw St.

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Bedrock

Flatbush Avenue

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Bedrock

Structure
Owner

Structure
Type

DEP

Sewer Pipe

19th St.

36

DEP

Sewer Pipe

BQE & 3rd Ave.

78

DEP

Sewer Pipe
NYC Water
Tunnel 3
(Conflict 8)
NYC Water
Tunnel 1
(Conflict 8)

Carroll St.

DEP

DEP

Crossing Street

DEP

Sewer Pipe

Degraw St.

72

190

n/a

Bedrock

DEP

Sewer Pipe

Butler St.

180

187.8

n/a

Bedrock

DEP

Sewer Pipe

Baltic St.

78

184.1

n/a

Bedrock

DEP

Sewer Pipe

Dean St.

72

191.1

n/a

Bedrock

DEP

Sewer Pipe

De Kalb Ave.

144

110.9

n/a

Bedrock

MTA

Tunnel

Flatbush Ave. Ext.

2, 3, 4 & 5 Trains

169.9

108

Bedrock

MTA

Tunnel

Schermerhorn St.

A, C & G Trains

155.8

108

Bedrock

MTA

Tunnel

Ashland Pl.

D, N & R Trains

141.9

108

Bedrock

MTA

Tunnel

St. Felix St.

B & Q Trains

157.7

108

Bedrock

DEP

Sewer Pipe

Taaffe Pl.

188

Conflict

n/a

Soil
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SUMMARY OF TUNNEL ALTERNATIVES AND THEIR GEOMETRIC FEASIBILITY

Table 3-24 below summarizes the various parameters studied for the different tunnel alternatives.
Table 3-24: Summary of 3-D Geometric Feasibility for Various Tunnel Alternatives
Summary of 3-D Geometric Feasibility for Various Tunnel Alternatives
Horizontal Vertical
Alignment
Stopping Stopping
Length
Sight
Sight
(miles)
Distance Distance

Alternative
Name

Description

T-1/W-1

Under Downtown
Brooklyn Tunnel

2.7

T-2

Existing I-278 BQE
Corridor Tunnel

3.0

T-3

Outboard Tunnel

3.3

W-2

Straight-line tunnel
between Exits 24 and
30

3.0

W-3

Outboard tunnel
connecting Sunset
Park and Exit 33

W-4

4th Avenue/outboard
tunnel between Exits
24 and 30

1
2

NonStandard 1
NonStandard

1

NonStandard 1
NonStandard 1

Reconstruction
Conflict with
of Existing
Conflict
NYCDOT
Interchanges
with DEP
Bridge
for Portal
Structures
Anchorages
Construction

3-D
Feasibility

Standard

Less Extensive

No

Yes

Vertical clearance between T-1/W-1 and
existing NYC Water Tunnel 1 is less than the
required 150’

No

Standard

Extensive 2

No

Yes

Horizontal clearance between T2 and a
shaft on NYC Water Tunnel 1 is less than
the required 200 feet

No

Standard

Extensive 2

Yes

No

-

Yes

Standard

Extensive 2

No

No

-

Yes

3

Only qualitative analysis performed - cost prohibitive due to length. Approximately 8.5 mile long, crosses eight MTA
tunnels including the Brooklyn Battery Tunnel and two NYC Water Tunnels.

4.8

NonStandard 1

Standard

Less Extensive

No

Yes

Horizontal clearance between W-4 and a
shaft on NYC Water Tunnel 1 at Flatbush
Avenue is less than the required 200 feet

Other possible alternatives are recommended to standardize the Horizontal Stopping Sight Distance
Extensive reconstruction of the existing interchanges required to construct tunnel portals on original alignment.
Other possible alternative alignment is recommended to ease portal constuction

3

Conflict

T-3 Alternative passes directly under the Brooklyn Anchorage of the Manhattan Bridge
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D. TUNNEL PORTAL CONSIDERATIONS
Based on where the proposed geometrically feasible tunnel alternatives T-3 and W-2 surfaced in profile
various concepts for portal construction were developed. Table 3-25 presents the summary of various
concepts and street names for begin and end portals for each tunnel alternative.
Table 3-25: Portal Summary for Various Tunnel Alternatives
Portal Summary for Feasible Tunnel Alternatives
Tunnel
Alternative

Begin Portal
Between
Streets/Ave.

End Portal

Concept #

Between Streets/Ave.

Concept #

T-3

Rapelye

Sackett

1

N. Portland

Clinton

2

W-2

21st

15th

2

Grand

Wythe

3

I.
CONCEPT-1: RAPELYE STREET PORTAL AND CONNECTION TO THE I-278 BQE
The begin portal for T-3 alternative surface to the existing I-278 BQE near the intersection of Rapelye
Street. A conceptual portal configuration with tie in to the existing I-278 BQE was developed and is
presented in Figure 3-18 and Drawing ‘Tunnel Portal Detail – 2’ in Appendix 3. The proposed tunnel
alternatives run directly beneath the existing I-278 BQE until the top of the stack tunnel approaches
existing grade. The proposed Eastbound and Westbound roadways will begin an alignment split and
transition towards their respective existing I-278 BQE alignment. The transition for both the Eastbound
and Westbound alignment shall be constructed within the existing trench section of the I-278 BQE,
which is lined with existing retaining walls that hold up the elevated adjacent streets (Figure 3-19). The
adjacent elevated local streets at this location are Hicks Street on either side of the I-278 BQE which
travel in the North and South directions, respectively (Figure 3-20). Southbound Hicks street has a single
traffic lane and an adjacent parking lane. Northbound Hicks street has two traffic lanes and an adjacent
parking lane. In order to maintain the existing I-278 BQE, the existing corridor must be bypassed onto
Hicks St. around the footprint of the portal. A total of four ramps with new build retaining walls (two
ramps for each direction) will be required to construct the tie in at the elevated Hicks St.
Tunnel Portal Feasibility Considerations
 Both the South side and North side of Hicks St. do not have adequate room to maintain 3 lanes
of traffic from the existing I-278 BQE, therefore the I-278 BQE will have to be either modified to
only carry two lanes in this direction, or acquisition of land and/or sidewalk removal will be
required.
 The existing bridge crossings at Summit St., Union St. and Sackett St. are impacted by the portal
configuration
 North and South local access across the existing BQE is eliminated with implementation of the
existing I-278 BQE portal bypass.
 Impacts to existing I-278 BQE retaining walls from Degraw St. to Rapelye St.
 Existing BQE bypass will require 4 ramps
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Figure 3-18: Rapelye Street Portal and Connection to the BQE

Figure 3-19: Eastbound I-278 BQE, looking north from the intersection of President St.

Figure 3-20: Southbound Hicks St, looking south (Left: From Carroll St; Right: Woodhull St in Distance)
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II.
CONCEPT-2: PORTAL CONNECTION AT ELEVATED BRIDGE STRUCTURES
The end portal for T-3 alternative and the begin portal for W-2 alternative are near elevated portions of
the existing I-278 BQE structure. A conceptual portal configuration was developed and is presented in
Figure 3-24 and Drawing ‘Tunnel Portal Detail – 2’ in Appendix 3. This detail is to be incorporated at
locations where the elevated roadway has open space below. Much of this existing open space is used
for parking and local traffic. The portal for the proposed tunnels would utilize this space, and eliminate
some length of parking and local travel lanes.

Figure 3-21: View of Existing Elevated I-278 BQE from Hall St and Park Ave. Intersection, looking east

Figure 3-22: Elevated Roadway near Gowanus Pkwy Exit 22 for W-2 southwest portal, looking north

Figure 3-23: Elevated Roadway near I-278 BQE Exit 24 for W-2 southwest portal, looking northwest
In order to make the connection between these portals and I-278 BQE above, the proposed tunnels will
require the construction of ramps and new structure to meet the existing I-278 BQE structure elevation.
The proposed tunnel alternatives run directly beneath the existing I-278 BQE and once the top of the
stack tunnel approaches existing grade, the proposed Eastbound and Westbound alignment split. To
ramp around into the existing elevated I-278 BQE, Eastbound and Westbound alignments will transition
to the outside of the and curve out from underneath the existing structure in order connect with the
existing outside lanes of the I-278 BQE structure. This concept will require considerable new structure to
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be built and be able to maintain the existing I-278 BQE roadway during proposed tunnel construction.
The existing elevated structure will be maintained by constructing new piers and temporarily jacking the
bridge as required during tunnel construction beneath and around the bridge. This portal configuration
is shown in Figure 3-24, where the light yellow represents the existing limits of the I-278 BQE elevated
roadway, orange represents the limits of the stacked tunnel constructed with the tunnel boring
machine, green represents the cut and cover construction including the cut and cover transition from
stacked to unstacked roadways, and blue represents the new I-278 BQE entrance/exit ramps.

Figure 3-24: Portal Concept at Existing Elevated I-278 BQE
Tunnel Portal Feasibility Considerations
 Access to Park Ave. is eliminated and must be re-routed from N. Portland Ave. to Ryerson St.
North and South local access beneath the existing I-278 BQE Structure is also eliminated at this
location.
 Conflict with existing 60” DEP Sewer crossing the proposed alternatives at Carlton Ave.
 Impacts to existing structure
 New pier and foundation construction
 Temporary bridge jacking
 New ramp bridges to tie into existing I-278 BQE elevated structure
III.
CONCEPT-3: PORTAL CONNECTION AT FILL-SUPPORTED ELEVATED ROADWAY
W-2 alternative require portal connection locations at areas of the I-278 BQE North of Exit 30, which are
elevated but supported on fill.
The transition from stacked tunnel to the proposed WB and EB split shall begin prior to approaching the
I-278 BQE roadway west of Steuben St., where the existing I-278 BQE transitions from a structure to a fill
supported roadway. The proposed westbound alignment will cross beneath the existing I-278 BQE
elevated steel structure and curve to run parallel with I-278 BQE. The top of the proposed tunnels
should remain below existing grade at the depth which impacts to the existing substructure are
minimized. After crossing the structure the westbound alignment begins to ramp and merge with the
adjacent existing fill supported elevated roadway. The proposed eastbound alignment will remain east
of the existing I-278 BQE, and begin merging onto the existing fill supported roadway. At this portal
location the cut and cover length is extended to ensure the westbound alignment can cross beneath and
maintain the existing I-278 BQE elevated structure. The westbound structure crossing will require new
pier construction and temporary bridge jacking beneath I-278 BQE.
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Figure 3-25: Existing I-278 BQE Transition from Bridge to Fill Supported at Steuben Street
Aside from these additional considerations, the ramping configurations are conceptually the same as to
what’s been evaluated for the bridge supported sections of the I-278 BQE presented in Section II above.
Tunnel Portal Feasibility Considerations
 Land acquisition required for portal location
 Potential conflict with existing 186” DEP Sewer crossing the proposed alternatives at Taaffe Pl.
 Impacts to existing I-278 BQE fill and steel supported structure
 New pier and foundation construction
 Temporary bridge jacking
 New ramp bridges to be built to tie into existing I-278 BQE elevated structure
 Reconstruction of local streets at structure crossing.
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E. GEOTECHNICAL ASSESSMENT
YU Associates performed review of subsurface data including existing bedrock map and boring data
provided by HDR, as well as published geologic maps and data and our in-house records. Locations of
relevant borings, representative boring records along with ground characterization are included in
Appendix 4.
Since tunnel alternatives T-3 and W-2 are the only geometrically feasible alignments, further analysis is
performed from a geotechnical conditions point of view as compared to current tunneling technology.
From the geotechnical standpoint, construction of the T-3 and W-2 alignment alternatives using TBMs,
cut and cover construction and other means, is considered technically feasible and constructible using
technologies presently available and codes, standards, and guidelines presently considered to be the
state of practice. However, design and construction challenges are expected to be significantly greater
than average due to a number of geotechnical considerations inherent to the location and (potentially
record-breaking) scope of the project. Regardless, commensurate investigation and engineering must
accompany future concept, schematic, design and ultimately, construction phases. It is also
acknowledged that the decision to proceed at any phase typically is, and should be, evaluated based on
increasing technical clarity and economic and social considerations experienced or predicted along the
way.
Construction means and methods need to be selected to address the full range and rapid changes of
ground conditions (running ground, squeezing ground, cohesive soils, hard brittle rock, high
groundwater inflows), such as closed pressurized face TBM designed and operated to minimize ground
loss combined with ground treatment/stabilization.
Based on our review, there presently is not sufficient subsurface data to meaningfully differentiate the
tunnel alignments with respect to TBM types and designs, or other parameters related to feasibility. The
lack of definitive geologic information along the proposed alignments is of concern, and call for
speculation of conditions, refinement of these alignments requires detailed geotechnical investigations
to determine the ground type, quality, strength parameters, etc. and the proximity to the East River
mandates careful consideration of the permeability of the surrounding ground and the effects of
drawdown on the adjacent and overhead infrastructure.
By and large, bedrock is anticipated to consist predominantly of hard (strong), brittle, massive to foliated
and fractured metamorphic and meta-igneous rock, with a variable but typically good rock quality.
Based on published geologic data, the regional Cameron thrust fault zone has been recognized,
somewhat, along the east limits of the site. Brittle faults have been mapped across the site. Overburden
generally consists of fill, organic soils, interlayered fine sand, silt and clay, and dense sand glacial
deposits. Groundwater table occurs at between el 0 and 5 (NAVD88). Underlying deposits are saturated.
Key geotechnical conditions presently considered relevant to full face TBM tunneling include high intact
rock UCS and hardness, joint and foliation orientation relative to TBM drive direction (which may be
favorable or adverse within different reaches of the tunnel), joint spacing, blocky ground, variable rock
mass quality, and high strain conditions due to locked-in regional stresses, especially in the vicinity of
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the brittle faults – in which rockbursts have been documented in relatively recent and analogous hard
rock tunnel excavations elsewhere in NYC.
Geotechnical issues relevant to tunnel excavation in soft and mixed face conditions and open cuts
generally relate to zone of influence, where ground treatments likely will be necessary to underpin or
stabilize existing structures to remain and/or mitigate settlements caused by the construction.
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F. CONSTRUCTABILITY
Constructability considerations of the proposed tunnels play an important part in this feasibility study
since the project area is completely developed with transportation infrastructure, waterfront structures
and buildings. The length and depth of the T-3 and W-2 proposed tunnel alternatives pose numerous
constructability challenges.











The clearance criteria requirements from the MTA are driving the proposed tunnel profiles into
bed rock precluding tunnels in soft ground. A soft ground tunnel alternative appears to be more
promising. Ground modification or other ground stabilization methods could be used where the
tunnels approach the existing subway sections to minimize the anticipated settlements.
Recently in San Francisco, the Muni Central Subway Extension passed within 10 feet of the
operating BART subway tubes with little or no settlement recorded and no subway disruption or
interference. Prior to tunneling the undercrossing compaction grouting pre-grouting and
provision for compaction grouting was provided. In actual fact the soft ground tunneling, using
a pressure face tunnel boring machine was most successful, controlling ground losses and
settlement to the adjacent ground to almost no detect levels.
For Alternative T-3 the descending grade of 4% requires an approach cut/cut and cover
excavation over one mile long and to a depth of approximately 250 feet. The ascending cut/cut
and cover excavation from approximate Sta. 127+00 to grade is about 4800 feet long, with a
maximum depth of approximately 220 feet. For alternative W-2 both the ascending and
descending cut/cut and cover excavations are approximately one and half miles long. These cuts
once into rock must be carried to ensure that at tunneled portals there is at least 30 feet of
good quality rock to begin tunneling.
The length and depth of the cuts to tunnel depth on both alternatives seems prohibitive and
would be a challenge to construct these lengthy and deep excavations which invariably lay
within existing BQE roadways. Construction staging, disruption and effects on the overlaying
utilities and adjacent infrastructure would from technical and economical considerations seem
to drastically preclude these alternatives.
The tunnel approach roads would fall outside each portal. This vertical separation would require
construction of structural ramps/underpass retaining wall structures outside of the portals.
Portal construction would require extensive engineering to support all the existing structures
whether the Park Avenue Viaduct on the North or the Trench section in the south. Building the
portals through these sections maintaining traffic over the I-278 BQE would present challenges.
Based on the proximity of the East River and the problems encounter after Hurricane Sandy
which flooded many of the downtown subway tunnels, prudence would dictate that
considerable attention be given to prevent such a occurrence and that the eventuality of sea
level rise also be considered in the design of the cut and protection of portals from inundation.
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G. ORDER OF MAGNITUDE COST ESTIMATE
I. SCOPE OF WORK
Order of magnitude cost estimates were developed for the two alternatives which were deemed
geometrically feasible - Alternatives T-3 and W-2. Each of the alternatives will have the same cross
section (See Figure 3-26). Extensive site work will be done to construct the open cut tunnel approaches
at each end. The proposed 54’ diameter tunnel shaft will have a stacked roadway with two (2) lanes in
each direction. The tunnel shaft is anticipated to be a single bore segmentally lined shafted constructed
by use of a single Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM) similar to the TBM that constructed the Alaskan Way
Tunnel project in Seattle, WA (See Figure 3-27). The BQE tunnel will reach depths of 200+ feet below
areas of Brooklyn and Queens as indicated in the Appendix 3 drawings.

Figure 3-26: Proposed BQE Tunnel Section
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Figure 3-27: Big Bertha TBM

The prospective routes for the geometrically feasible alternatives are as listed below in route feet (See
Table 3-26).
Table 3-26: Feasibility Study Proposed Alignments in Route Feet
Alignment
Alternative
T3
W2

CONSTRUCTION ZONES FOR TUNNEL ALIGNMENT ALTERNATIVES
Zone 1 - Soil (Surface To Rock)
Zone 1 - Transition (Rock To 30' Cover)
Zone 3- Rock (30' Cover)
Length
Length
Length
Station Limit
Station Limit
Station Limit
(ft)
(ft)
(ft)
Sta. T3 0+00 To Sta. T3 29+29
Sta. T3 29+29 To Sta. T3 45+80
5489
3257
8784
Sta. T3 150+00 To 175+60
Sta. T3 133+64 To Sta. T3 150+00
Sta. T3 45+80 To Sta. T3 133+64
Sta. W2 7+25 To Sta. W2 53+70
Sta. W2 124+88 To Sta. W2 164+58

8615

Sta. W2 53+70 To Sta. W2 71+18
Sta. W2 103+76 To Sta. W2 124+88

3860

Sta. W2 71+18 To Sta. W2 103+76

3258

Total Length
(ft)

(mi)

17530

3.3

15733

3.0

The precast tunnel sections will be assembled as the TBM progresses forward along the selected
alignment. Once the precast tunnel segments are completed the multi level road surface will be
constructed. In addition to the roadway surfaces, the tunnel will have interstitial spaces below and to
the sides which will house the required fire, life & safety systems, lighting, ventilation, and traffic
management systems infrastructure. (See Figure 3-278.
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Figure 3-28: Tunnel with Roadway and Interstitial Spaces








II.
COST BASIS
Estimate is based on 2015 prevailing rate issued from NYC Comptroller office
Design/Construction contingency at 11%
General Conditions at 8%
Contractor’s Overhead and Profit at 15%
Mobilization and Demobilization at 8%
Insurance & Bond at 3%
Escalation based on contract award 2018 to mid point of construction as follows for each option
o Alternative T3: duration 144 months, escalation at 36.85%
o Alternative W2: duration 120 months, escalation at 31.5%

III.
ASSUMPTIONS AND EXCLUSIONS
This estimate assumes the following:


Owner and Owners Engineer will review submittals and all construction related documents
relating to changes in a timely manor that will not impact procurements, schedule, and/or
critical path.



Subcontractors and craft labor can be found and services procured locally or within a radius that
does not require per diem upcharges.
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Union wage rates based on Brooklyn, NY.



Single mobilization / demobilization for the general contractor.



All regulatory approvals will be obtained prior to contractor mobilizing.



Project schedule as described in Cost Basis above.



Environmental impact study and associated permitting (if required) will be completed by others
prior to contractor mobilizing.



Standard workman’s compensation modifiers.



Sufficient lay-down and material staging area is available.



The Construction of Brooklyn Queens Expressway (BQE) Tunnel civil / structural feasibility study
estimate is based on our past and recent experience on NYC subway system tunnels and
commuter train tunnels in New York City. These projects are very similar to BQE tunnels project.
They have excavation/blasting and the tunnels were bored by using Tunnel Boring Machine
(TBM). The precast tunnel segments were used to construct the new tunnels. All the precast
tunnel sections were waterproofed with chemical grout. HDR made same assumptions to this
project as subway tunnels and commuter rail tunnels had for Maintenance and Protection
(MPT), waterproofing, dewatering, disposal of excavated material, temporary power & lighting
and relocation of utilities ( such as Con Edison, gas line, DEP, Verizon and traffic signals etc.) The
cost is based on LF price and adjusted to 2015 dollars.



The difference in the BQE tunnels and subway system tunnels are that the BQE tunnels are
larger in diameter and deeper. So during the development of the feasibility study estimate
appropriate difficulty factors were considered for the depth and the diameter of the BQE
tunnels.



Temporary Ventilation system is also considered in the feasibility study estimates.



The estimate is based on 20 LF to 30LF of Tunnel bored a day, depending upon the field
circumstances and conditions.



The estimate also includes the permanent ventilation shafts and the prices are based on past
and recent experience to construct similar kind of ventilation shafts for MTA-CC and LIRR.



The price for construction of roadways and walkways are based on our past experience with NYS
DOT and NJ State DOT roadway projects.



The prices for sump pump rooms and equipment are based on past and recent experience with
MTA Bridges & Tunnel, New York City Transit and MTA- Capital Construction Projects.
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HDR had prepared independent cost estimates for MTA B&T tunnel rehabilitation projects. The
prices for architectural finishes, mechanical work, drainage, tunnel ceiling board , electrical
power work, lighting for fresh air and exhaust air ducts, way finding lighting, emergency lighting
and communication systems, networking system, CCTV system, traffic control system, code
system and fire alarm system are based on these projects.

This estimate excludes the following:


All permits, regulatory fees, environmental fees or requirements and acquisition of such.



Any work related to hazardous materials or waste.



Any contingencies associated with Force Majeure, or schedule delay based on weather related
events.



Testing & Inspections associated with “Special Inspections”.



Site security measures.



Owner’s contingency.



Schedule contingency.



Programmatic contingency.



Estimate excludes the construction of new Toll Plaza buildings.



Estimate excludes costs for Engineering Design, other agencies such as traffic police agents,
utility companies (Con Edison’s, DEP, Verizon’s, Gas Company) Construction Management
Team/ CCM, and NYS DOT etc.



Right of Way acquisition cost



Maintenance cost of existing structure



Cost for FDNY Egress requirements



Possible utility relocation cost
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COST SUMMARY

Table 3-27: Order of Magnitude Cost Summaries for Feasible Tunnel Alignment Alternatives
ORDER OF MAGNITUDE COST SUMMARIES FOR FEASIBLE TUNNEL ALIGNMENT
ALTERNATIVES
DESCRIPTION

T-3

W-2

Material

$ 1,097,689,399

$

Labor

$ 2,375,854,112

$ 2,138,776,438

Equipment

$

$

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION DIRECT COSTS

$ 4,105,051,824

$ 3,694,929,544

Design/Construction Contingency

$

451,555,701

$

406,442,250

Contractor's General Conditions

$

364,528,602

$

328,109,744

Contractor's Overhead and Profit

$

738,170,419

$

664,422,231

Mobilization & Demobilization

$

452,744,524

$

407,512,301

Contractor's Insurance and Bond

$

183,361,532

$

165,042,482

Escalation

$ 2,319,859,544

$ 1,784,934,444

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION INDIRECT COSTS

$ 4,510,220,321

$ 3,756,463,451

TOTAL

$ 8,615,272,146

$ 7,451,392,995

631,508,314

988,058,155

568,094,951

Detail description and associated cost for various items included in the Cost Summary above are
presented in Appendix 7.
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